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This formative study investigated three resource/dassroom teacher
collaborations which focused on providing classroom instruction to low-achieving
grade one readers. Difficulties encountereâ when instruction is provided in a
separate resource setting indude: (1) Students rnay be stigrnatized socially; (2)
Leaming often does nui transfer back into the dassroom; and (3) Classrmm

teachen may not be able to reinforce leaming because they are unaware of
resource rwm activities- few students reœive benefits when resource teacher
assistance is restricted to a 'pullout' delivery system.
In a urban elementary school, the researcherlresource teacher
wllaborated with grade one classroom teachers to assist low-achieving readers
chosen through the results of whole class screening tests. Clay's Observation

Survey (1993). field notes. h t t e n reflections. work samples. and running records

were used to document student progress. Audierecordings of meetings with
classroom teachers and a final teacher interview were used to follow the progress
of the collaboration-

Findings suggested that moving resource assistance into the classroom
and having the resource and classroom teachers collaborate elirninated the
transfer of leaming, stigmatization, and communication problems inherent in
pull-out service delivery. The substantive differenœs among the three
collaborations were based on the relationships that developed between the
collaborating pairs. All of the focus students made gains in reading development,
but no association was found between the quality of collaboration and individual
student success. Based on a literature review, a set of characteristics central to
collaboration was developed: planning, assisting. shanng expertise. tnisting, and
their negations. Frequency counts of these characteristics, placed in ratios. sort
collaborations into a 'quality of collaboration' continuum. This approach to data
analysis wuld be generalizeâ for use in Mure studies on collaboration.
if
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Chapter One
The Nature of the Study

Collaboration among resource teachers and staff is imperative if
low-achieving students are to grow and make gains (Friend & Cook, 1992). This
study documents the nature of the collaborative relationship between classroom

and resource teachers. and the tensions that surround effortsto change

instructional procedures in order to enhanœ performance. As suggested by
Woodward (1990). the coilaborative reiationship rnay be nebulous, yet %r al1 but
inveterate lone wolves the creatïve energies released when two minds
collaborate on a joint projed ... far exceed [the efforts] that either of the
participants would have been capable of when working alone" (cited in
Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998, p. 3).

c
Students who leave the classroorn for special assistance may be
stigmatized socially. Another diffiwlty encountered wïth the resource teacher
giving instruction to students in a separate setting is that learning M e n does not

transfer back into the classroom or to other settings. Also, classroom teachers
may not be able to reinforce what was previously leamed because they are

unaware of resource r o m activities. A burth difficuity is that when resource
teacher assistance is restricted to a 'pull-out' system of delivery, only a few
students receive benefits. Moving resource assistanœ into the dassroom.
therefore removes social stigmatization, facilitates the renforcement and tmnsfer
of learning, and provides support to rnany more students (Schulz, Schroeder, 8

Brody, 1997)-

c
This research was exploratory in nature and designed to document both
the process and eff;ectiveness of resource/dassroom teacher collaboration in
three grade one classrooms. This collaboration was perceived to be a learning
experience for al1 participants. The classroorn teachers and the resource teacher
set out to leam from each other (Schulz et al., 1997) as the resource teacher
worked in the classrooms ta help teachers develop beginning reading
programming to meet the needs of low-achieving madem. The progress of three
focus students from each of two dassroom reading programs, plus two students
from a third was also studied to add context to the collaborative proces.
While the process of establishing a collaborative relationshipwas the main
focus of the study, the case studies illustrate the results of that relationship. An
anticipated outcome was the development of a record to show how a team of
teachers can collaborate to increase instnictional effectiveness- This record may
be of use to others in similar circumstances. The instructional procedures and
materials created and implemented will sewe as an ongoing resource.

of the S

m

The present day political thmst regarding educational systems is towards
increased efficiency, lowered costs, and greater productivity. If an innovation alimproves test scores, it is lauded as a great step foward. No one has claimed
that collaboration can save any organization money, but many researchers view
collaboration as a way of increasing pedagogical effectiveness and efficiencies in
planning, communicating, and problem solving (Friend & Cook, 1992; Marin,
1988; Roskos, 1996; Schaad. 1991). Many educational jurisdictons, attracted by

collaboration's promise. either implement teaming as a policy or mandate teaming
in order to glean benefits, much as one wwld select a low-cost option on a new
2

car. Sucb 'mandating' can ocair at the division, school, or even small group level
within

a s c h d . Les directive staff coilaboration, supported by a number of

studies as k i n g effective (Voltz, Elliot & Harris, 1995; Jensen & Miley, 1998;
Davis-Wiley 8 Cozart, 1998; Dieker 8 Bamettt, 1996; Powers, 1996; da Costa,
1995), has the potential to change the s c h d culture and build enthusiasm.

Because collaboration involves people in dose relationships, the results may swr

interaction if unsuccessful, but when collaboration w r k s wetl, strong professional
relationships develop and flourish (Grïmmett & Crehan, 1990; Littk, 1987).
The goal of this study was to d m b e the ongoing collaboration between
resource and classroom teachers with the intent of infoming others. Thus, it is
hoped that the knowiedge developed will complement and extend the present

literature on collaboration through analysis ofthese exarnples - confiming
established thinking, adding insights, and suggesting new directÏons for research.
The following questions were posed.

The first questions relate to the central focus of the study. Thmugh these

questions the relationships and the effectiveness of the collaboration are
analyzed. The final question focuses on the individual students. their leaming,

and their beginning reading success.

1) How are the obsewable activitieolattitudes of ceteaching teachers linked to

the characteristics of collaboration? That is: a) Can characteristics of
collaboration be used to differentiate between collaborating and
noncollaborating teachers? b) What adivitieslattitudes of collaborating
teachers indicate that a collaboration is taking place and can such

activitieslattitudes be used to dïfbrentiate between collaborating and

noncollaborating teachers?

2) How are the support needs of classroom teachers and resaurce teachers met

in coliaboratïon? That is: Does collaboration, as a seMœ delivery model
fiIl the needs of students and teachers? If so, how?

3) What successes were experïenced by the low-achievoig foais students in the

collaboration?

I was a staff member of the school used for the study for 15 years previous

to the research. My relationship with staff at the grades three through six levels
was well established. For the lest five years I had k e n attempting to spend more
time in classrooms and pursued that goal by making proposais for collaborative

projects. The resistanœ encountered seemed to be associated with teacher
perceptions of the role of the resource teacher as an expert whose responsibility
it was to resolve individual leaming problems. Another bamer to collaboration

seemed to be related to fean that I would be a critical observer of classroom

practice- With the cutback of a second resource teacher, I 'inherited' the
responsibility of working with kindergarten. grade one. and grade two teachen.
Ironicaliy, a new adrninistrator, after a discussion with a grade one teacher,
rnandated the involvement of resource in the classroom at the grade one level.
The opportunity to conduct a study on dassroom/resource teacher collaboration

resulted.

verview of the S

u

In preparation for this inquiry. al1 of the students in the school's grade one
classroorns were screened in January using a seledion of tasks. These
screening tests included: a seledion of phonemic awareness tasks - rhyrning,
isolating initial consonant sounds, use of onset hyrne; reading a list of ten high
frequency words; spelling from a dictated list: miting a sentence based on a

picture prompt; demonstrating orientation to a book; and reading an emergent
level trade book. Fmm the sueening results and classroom teacher input, three

focus students were selected as case studies from each of two classes and two
from the third,
Further testing was camed out with the focus shidents at the beginning of

February. This testing induded tasks from the Mary Clay "Observation Survef
(Clay, 1993): concepts about prïnt; letter identification; word recognlion test;

hearing sounds in words; writing vocabulary; and conducting running records.
The focus students wefe seen by the resource teacher as part of a group of four
or five students in each classroom. For al1 of the students in the smafl gmups
seen by the resource teacher. ongoing assessments were camed out using

running records once per six day cycle to document gains and obtain information
to inform instruction. Samples were also taken of the focus students' daily work. A

post-interventionanalysis of the literacy development of these focus students was
then conducted by re-administerïng the Marie Clay "Observation Survey" (1993)
at the end of March, and again at the end of June. The screening tasks were also

repeated at the end of June. The resource and classroom teachers designed
classroorn-based programs, implemented them and reflected upon their success,
making modifications as required.
The definition of ternis used in this study follows- Chapter Two reviews the

literature on collaboration and beginning reading. Procedures are outlined in
5

Chapter Three while Chapter Four deb
sce
irs

findings. Chapter Five prasents a

summary and conclusions as well as implications for prediœ and further

research.

* *

Definrtion of Terms
Brainstorming - a method of eliating ideas from members of a group. All
ideas are accepted without judgment and recordeci equally. Once a large enough
pool of ideas exists, other sorting and categorking procedures continue the

process.
Immersion in pnnt - a phrase refemng to the practice of using as much text
as is possible to cover the walls, bulletin boards, and chalkboards in a classroom.
The concept extends to having large quantities of pnnt material such as

beginning reading books, texts, and library books for children to read (Friend &
Cook, 1992).

Miscue

- a neutral word for an error in reading (Goodman, 1967).

Open Coding - an approach to categorizing inf&mation (usualiy textual).
Text is read and codes created as required. For eacti new item, a previous code
is used,or a new code created if requirad. There is no preconceked Iist of

categones or idea of M a t will surface during coding (Strauss 8 Corbin, 1990).

-

Resource Teacher A teacher who works in a consultative and
collaborative rnanner with teachers, parents, and other professionals to provide
support for students' leaming.

Running Record - a method of recording the reading behaviour of an
individual. A separate copy of the text is flot needed. The child reads a book and
the examiner makes a tick on a blank page for every word read conactly. E

m

are recorded in full (Clay, 1979).

-

Soundnetter correspondence the pairing of one sound to a single letter or

pair of lette= (Goswami, 1988).

-

Word-study the study of individual mrds for the purpose of knowing
them on sight, or k i n g able to spdl aiem (Goswami, 1988).

Chapter Two
Review of the Literature

In this chapter, the literature relative to the relationship and process
involved in collaboration is reviewed. In addition to the beliefs, perronal qualities,
and activities of collaborators, the responsibilities of administrators who wish to

institute collaboration are also examined. Finally, the benefits and pitfalls of
collaboration are discussed and coilaboration is examined in different settings
including resource teacher collaboration and CO-teaching.The fiterature relative to
beginning reading is reviewed in this chapter including: (1) theories underlying

reading acquisition, and (2) the strategies u s d by good readers. The review also
includes a description of Vygotsky's sacial leaming theory with resultant
implications for instruction, including scaffolding. Finally, the changing role of the
resource teacher is examined-

As defined by ldol and West (1991) "Collaboration is not an end unto itself;

rather, it is a catalytic proœss used in interactive relationships among individuals
working toward a mutually defined, concrete vision or outcorne" (p. 72). While ldol
and West emphasize collaboration as a process, historically, several types of

collaboration have k e n described that provide 'advantages not only for the
participants, but also for their organizationsw(da Costa, Marshall & Riordan, 1998,

p. 2).These include instructional support teams (Sgan & Clark, 1986), clinical
supervision dyads (Grirnmett 8 Crehan, 1990), and site-based decision making
and management teams (Brown, 1994). A more specific focus on the
collaborative approach was advanced in 1983, when Schaffer and Bryant
described wllaboration as 'a pluralistic form of education where people of
8

dissirnilar background work together with equal status" (Id018 West. 1991, p. 72).
Olson expanded on the concept in 1986, viewing collaboration as an 'interactive
process based on joint problem-solving and a set of commonly held beliefs.
noms, and practicess(Idol & West, 1991, p. 72). Friend and Cod< refined the
definition in 1992 stating that: 'Interpersonal collaboration is a style for direct
interaction between at least two coequal parties voluntanly engaged in shared
decision making as they work tawards a common goal' (p. 6). Two thernes
emerged from the examination of definitions of mllaboration - relationship and
process*
Relationship. There are many proposed Iists of essential elements.
definitions, and processes for 'collaboration' presented in the Merature. One
theme that mns through them aH is the 'relationship' that collaboration represents
(Clawson, 1995; da Costa. 1995; da Costa & Riordan. 1996; Dugoff, Ives, &
Shotel, 1985; Friend, 1998; Friend & Cook, 1992; Hubeman, 1993; ldol and
West. 199 1; Little, 1987; Reinhiller, 1993; Salisbury, Evans, 8 Palombard. 1997;
Trent, 1998; Tschannen-Moran, 1998; West & Idol, 1990). As an example, in an
ariicle by Id01and West (1991) a list of 'pnnciples of odlaborative consultation' is
given; not surprïsingly. tan of the thirteen pnnciples are related to interpersonal
skills. Communication seerns to be the undedying basis for building a solid
collaborative relationshipThe purpose of collaboration is to approach a problem with more than

one's own Iimited resourœs, to 'combine forces' and produce sornething that no
individual in the group could produœ alone. 'Talking things over brings ouf
thoughts to conscious awareness and makes them the object of refiection and
(potentially) of critical analysis, which enables us to rnodify and even reject them
entirely" (Bames, 1995, p. 4). k is through relating to and discussing issues with
each other that solutions emerge. First, in the stniggle to make ideas plain to
9

other people who have not yet grasped them. we can reshape the issues for
ourselves and improve on our understanding. Second. those topics that generate
differenœs of opinion provide a special opportunity fw leaming. If the participants
wish to avoid confrontation and oppositional debate. they seek common ground
by looking for ways of incorporating one another's perspectives. This c m lead to

powerful new insights that overarch and integrate differenœs (Bames. 1995).
The result is that relationships are created, if not already established.

Collaboration 'involves an interdependent relationship among two or more
people to achieve a common goal." (Salisbury, Evans, 8 Pafombard, 1997. p.
195). The difficulty is that this characterization covers most situations in schools

where two or more gather for a purpose. It is necessary to move beyond these

surface elements. According to Salisbury, Evans, and Palombard (1997).
[A collaborative] relationship involves a cornmitment to
a definition of mutual goals, a jointly developed
structure for addressing the issue, and shared
responsibility for implementation. In addition, the
collaborative relationship involves shared authonty for
idea generation, mutual accountability for sucœss.
and the shafing of resources and rewards. (p. 195)

This mutual definition of goals, this joint development of structure. these shared
responsibilities. authority, acaiuntability, resources. and rewards. al1 point to a
very close relationship involving open communication and trust. 'Co-teaching is
like a professional mariage" (Friend 8 Cook, 1992, p- 50). Within this 'mam'age'

the partners must share equally. There is mutuality and reciprodty:

Mutuality means shared omiership of a common issue
or problem by professionals. ReciprOCjty means
ao
l wn
i g these parties to have equal access to
information and the opportunity to participate in
problem identification. discussion, decision making,
and al1final outcornes. (West 8 Idol, I W O . p.23)

The most signifiant characteristic of a rdationship for collaboration is
trust. Without it people cannot open themselves to the sautiny that is involved in
collaboration. With it. w-cmation is possible. In a study by Tschannen-Moran.
(1998), it was found that in schools where trust was high, communication flowed
freely, and teachers went well beyond the minimum requirernents of their
contractual agreements. In schools where trust was low, teachers repoaed
constraïned communication networks, colleagues who cut corners on their
obligations to the children and the schwl, and a proliferation of rules that
interfered with the smooth functioning of the school. This finding is supported &y
Little's (1987) study of the noms and work conditions conducive to collaboration.
He found that in the schools where collaboration flourished. the teachers engaged
in frequent, continuous, and increasingly concrete and precise talk about teaching

.

practice, frequently observed each other teaching and provided each other with
useful feedback. They planneâ. evaluated, and prepared teaching materials
together. In short. the teachers were teaching each other the practice of teaching
(as reported in Grimmett & Crehan. 1990).
Process. ldol and West (1991) suggest that 'Educational collaboration ris]

a stmctured process and an interadie relationship among individuals" (p. 72).
But a problem-solving function is a key element of collaboration that cornpels

definers to seek a process (Friend, 1998; Grimmett & Crehan, 1990; Marin. 1988;
West & Idol, 1990). As outlined by Friend (1998), 'The 'Shared Problem Solving'
model starts ~ Ï t identifying
h
the problem and moves through proposing solutions,
evaluating them. implementing a solution and then evaluating the outcornes. It
can continue with proposing more solutions or re-identifying the problem" (p. 76).

Although most of the cited authors see such a problem-sofving process
involved in collaboration, not al1 problem-solving processes are collaboration. The
participants must be foaised on and relating to each other about the sarne
11

problem, the descp
rioitn

of which they have agreed upon. In addition, the

collaboration must jointly create the solution to the problem. Applied to education.
West and ldol (1990) indicate that if two teachers are helping each other, they are
not collaborating unless they are both working on the same problem. both

focused on achieving the same end. Collaboration involves creating together. It is
this CO-creatingof solutions that makes problem-solving collaborative.

Collaboration also requires good communication skills, the building of
relationships, trust, flexibility, and cornmitment.

In conclusiorl, Collaboration has been desaibed as a strategy and as a
technique (Marin, 1988). but it is essential to envision collaboration as an
approach to an activity, not an adivity in itself.. 'What the terni collaboration
conveys is how the activity is occumng' (Friend 8 Cook. 1992, p. 6).Friend's
(1998) latest definition addresses this dimension:

Collaboration is the style that professionals use in
interacting w
hti others, and it indudes key
characteristics such as voluntasr participation, parity.
shared goals. shared responsibility for key dedsions,
shared accountability for outcornes, shared resources,
and the emergence of a collective belief system. trust,
and respect. (p.?00)

In this paradigm. collaboration is the choice of a manner of relating. Sorne may
not have the inclination to relate, while others rnay not be able to open
thernselves to the collaborative partner in order to create the basic
understandings required to collaborate. For some, collaboration rnay involve too
much sharing. Whatever the reasons, not al1 can or should collaborate.

"Collaboration cannot be coerced; it is professional choiœm(Friend 8 Cook. 1992.
p. 239).

Collaborators: SeliefS and Personal

-

A nurnber of studies have investigated the personal qualities and beliefs

that collaborators share or develop during collaboration (da Costa. 1995; Friend
and Cook. 1992; Friend, 1998). As reported by Friend and Cook (1992),
The most salient muirement for a CO-teacheris
flexibility (Gelzheiser & Meyers, 1990). Cornmitment to
CO-teachingand the CO-teachingrelationship is also
needed (Ambruster & Howe, 1985). Finally, there is a
general professional consensus that strong
interpersonal communication skills parücularly
problem-solving and decision-making skills - are
essential for CQ-teachers(Bauwens & Hourcade,
1995; Knackendofbl. Robinson, Deshler, &
Schumaker, 7992). (p. 51)

-

Flexibility, cornmitment. communication skills. and personal confidence as a
teacher (da Costa. 1995) al1 seem essential. Most likely al1 successful
collaborators have these qualities to some degree. However, it is possible to have
al1 of them and still not be able to collaborate effectively; individuals can posses
these qualities and still not be able to open themselves to the scmtiny of another
professional. This openness is essential if meaningful communication is to take
place. The collaborating pair must fom a collective gestalt of what collaborating
is for thern, and what their resources are- The greatest resource they have to

work with is each other, knowledge of which can only be gained through close,

open communication; the doser, the better. This close interchange results in what
Friend (1998) describes as the 'emergenœ of a collective belief system. trust.

and respect" (p. 100).
That cornmon beliefs are created through communication is not a surprise.
Similarly. respect for the partner's abilities and qualities is easily created through
gaining a perspective on what the partner does and how the partner does i t An

understanding of what's happening and a 'That m>rksrW
or 'That fis with what
we're doing' level of respect which allows one to rely on the partner. The c m of
the issue is trust. If trust cannot be established, the collaborative relationship will
never flourish, communication will remain reserved, and a frae flowing synergy
will never happen.
Mutual trust can be seen as a quality that two or more
people have for one another when they feel that it is
possible to 'safely' confide in the other person. take
chances. and succeed or fail without diminishing their
sense of self-worth. Mutual respect is the quality
obsewed in individuals who esteem each other's
opinions or statements. (da Costa. 1995. p. 3)
This 'trust' perspective is alluded to by Friend and Cook (1992). 'Only after a
period of time in which trust - and subsequently respect - are established can
school professionals feel relatMy secure in fully explonng collaborative
relationshipsn(p. 11). The effectiveness of the collaborative relationship is directly
linked to the level of trust between the pair. 'The degree of trust established

seems to impact the choiœ of 'problems' or issues that becorne the focus of the
collaboration process. ...Teachers who have a great deal of trust for their
partners are able to address any topicn(da Costa. 1995. p. 19).
The establishment of a trust relationship is a cornplex venture. Starting as
fnends is helpful. Some research into the establishment of trust has been
accomplished. Lyman. Morehead. and Foyle (1998) identifid three qualities
associated with the building of trust: (1) removal of evaluative elements. (2) tirne

for relationships to develop. and (3) patience in order to develop a tmsting
relationship.
Surnmary. As suggested in the foregoing discussion. in order to
collaborate. individuals must feel safe and have patience. It is also assumed that

they want to fom a tnisting relationship. Mutual respect is key- If individuals who

want to collaborate corne together ready to share and cocreate a relationship.
they will probably succeed in establishing the neœssary trust. Powers (1996)
expands upon the Y rust' focus. 'ffindness, support, understanding, respect.
concem, and trust are needed for staff to collaboraten(p. 79). Trust is necsssary

in order to becorne sufkiently open to m a t e , to twly engage in aillaborative
activities-

The Activities of C o l m m r s

bservina. The most beneficial eff&2 of collaboratirtg for the individual
teacher is leaming frorn a colleague. This usually happens when the colleagues
work with each other in the act of teaching. The presence of observers in
classrooms is a common event in schools that promote collegial work" (Little,
1 987, p. 504). Once observation has occurred. discussion of the lesson takes on

new import- The obsewed teacher has an opportunity for supportive feedback
which is rare in the teaching profession. Colleagues teach one another about new

ideas and new classroom practices. abandoning a perspectivethat teaching is
just 'a matter of style' in favor of a perspective that favors continuous scrutiny of
practices and their consequenœs (Little, 1987)The discussion usually focuses on the content and techniques used, but is
supportive and reassuring. 'Teachers view collaboration as a vehicle to support
one another, ... to empower teachers" (Clawson, 1995. p. 1)- This process works
in both directions, w
h
ti

both teachers k i n g exposed to the others' expertise. In a

study of collaborative relationships in classroom situations. Trent (1998) noted

differing expectations based on the teachers' differing expertise: 'Both teachen
saw Katherine as the expert on instructional modifications and organization, and
Christine as the teacher responsible for presentation of contentn(p. 506).
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-Another

obvious area of benefit is in planning. 'Together

colleagues plan, prepare, and evaluate the topics, methods, and materials of
teaching. Working in concert. they reduce their individual planning time while
increasing their pool of ideas and materialsn(Little, 1987, p. 504). This is not the
end of it. The nature of planning when done in concert is different. The study
carried out by Roskos (1996) demomtrated that when planning alone, beginning

teachers were very literal in their interpretation of educational problems and
focused on Yinding a solution' as quickly as possible. Their orientation was
immediate, with little or no long range planning.
But, when planning together the teachers interpreted
the task differently- They viewed it as a problem to be
solved more than a product to be producad. The
social obligations of collaboration may have pinned
their attention to understandingthe problem before
proceeding to solve it through a concrete plan. The
presenœ of a partner may have forced each teacher
to explain her ideas, elaborate on her thinking, or
attempt to articulate misgivings. conœms, and
hunches left unsaid or not pursued in solitary
planning- This may account to some extent for the
more balanced distribution of effort between productand problem-level processing, greater decision-choice
flexibility, and use of a broader range of
problem-solving strategies. (127)
Why should communicating with a peer add so much to a process? The

nature of talk structures Our thinking and even Our behaviour-Through talk
teachers bring thoughts and ideas from previous conversations and personal
thinking (Barnes, 1995). They construct new concepts out of the collective
thoughts of the participants. Powers (1996) puts it well. 'As staff 'azconstnict' or
invent the curriculum, they bond and construct the best solutions for them as a
teamn(p. 79). Once a pair or group has a taste of collaborative work, they tend to

use it as a forum. When collegiality em'sts:

Colleagues talk to one another about teaching often,
at a level of detail that makes their exchange both
theoretical and practically meaningful. ... [The talk]
illustrates underlying pnnciples and ideas in a way that
allows teachers to understand and accommodate one
another, to assist one another, and sometimes to
challenge one another. (Little. 1987, p. 503)
.

*

ommunicabon. There are other considerations which control or limit the
extent of collaboration- Collaboration focuses easiest on those activities which

can be best undertaken through interpersonal communication. An unthreatening
atmosphere i
s desirable. Teachers must feel cornfortable enough to open
themselves to others. In addition, not al1 responsibilities can be shared- 'Given .-.
the fact that ultimately what happens in a teacher's classroom is that person's

responsibility, it is reasonable to expect staff to want collaboration to stop at
coordination. review of student work and exchange of classesu(da Costa,
Marshall 8 Riordan, 1998, p. 13). These activities leave the teacher-classroom
relationship intact Teachers do not have to share the administration of the
day-to-day classroom management or the ultimate responsibility for their class.

The collaborative relationship is limited to helping each other plan, develop
matenals, evaluate student work, and occasionally teach each other's class a

specific topicSummarv. Ifcollaborative activity is to move beyond two teachers assisting
each other across the hall, then a process of formation takes place. 'The
creation of successibl collaborative teams is a process that involves establishing
trust, developing common beliefs and attitudes, ernpowen'ng team rnembers,
effectively managing meetings, and providing feedback about teamingw(Jensen 8
Miley, 1998, p. 5).

Almost a l w n t e about collaboration set out a process which they feel will
result in effective collaboration happening. Typical is Friend's (1998) Tips for
Successful Co-Teaching' in which she suggests that teachers "Avoid the
'paraprofessional' trap. ... [Ri which] the special education teacher becornes a
classroom helper" (p. 83). Friend points out further that effective teams have an
agreed upon primary goal, open communication, and mutual trust and support. A
more specific process is provided by Dieker and Bamet (1996): 'Implement a plan
that (a) makes CO-teachinga prïorïty, (b) darifies roles (equal partners), (c)
provides regubr planning time, and (d) indudes a collaborative problem solving
proœssn(p.6).
The suggestion that collaboration involves a problem-solving process fits

the concept that al1collaboration is designed to solve problems of one nature or
another. Even planning a lesson can be posed as a problem. The process is not
made simpler when two or more join to problem-solve. 'When professionals
problem solve together, the process is much more complex since the needs,
expectations, and ideas of each participant must be blended into shared
understandings and mutually agreed upon solutions" (Friend, 1998, p. 76).

.

a - .

Administration Res~nsibilities
"Creating a collaborative school ... involves building and sustaining a new
culture within the school environment" (Id018 West, 1991, p. 73).To create such
a new culture in a school, many subtle and systemic changes must be made. The
changes will Vary greatly given the nature of a particular school, but the role of
the administrator in each case is central. In a Iist of strategies for implementing

collaboration in a schwl, created by ldol and West (1991). eight of the ten
suggestions œnter on the principal's role. The content of collaboration is dictated
through the school culture. This culture is created through years of minutiae of
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school lîfe. A good school culture is 'like a good mamage' in that it has to be
worked at. 'In such a social dimate. expenences of failure ... can be expressed

openly with a view to getting help. ... Wthout such a climate, Hargraves (1989)
suggests collaborative setups will âwindle and aboK (Hubennan, 1993, p. 33).

When principals do not actively nurture collaboration among staff,
collaborative activities are 'more Iïtnited. more informal, and less a part of the
school culturew(Friend, 1998, p. 74). When a school staff expresses interest in
collaboration, time must be provided for meeting with each other. Administraton
should review staff development models as well as the process of change. The
teachers need a voiœ in the process and expectations need to be realistic
(Reinhilier, 1993). If the staff does not express the desire for collaboration, and it
is mandated. trust relationships

fonn more slowly than if they had eleded to

collaborate (da Costa. 1995). A study by Trent (1998) demonstrated that when
they engage in new activities, adults, like children, need scaffolding, be it from

peers, principals, or university researchers. They often need help establishing
relationships, rnoving beyond 'safe' discourse, or exposure to multiple
instructional modes.
To accomplish this kind of cultural change, administrators should first
encourage teachers to select their own partnefs for collaboration (da Costa &
Riordan, 1996). Then, follow-up wh
ti

'(1) symbolic endorsements and rewards ... ;

(2) organization ... and leadership; (3) latitude for influence on crucial matters ... ;
(4) tirne; (5) training and assistance ... ;and, (6) material suppoK (Little, 1987, p.

508).
The most important of these follow-ups may be time. Time for planning is
given as the most common and relevant bamer to effective collaboration
(Alverez, 1992; da Costa. 1995; Dugoff. Ives, 8 Shotel. 1985; Friend & Cook,
1992; Jensen & Miley. 1998; Powers, 1996; Reinhiller, 1993; Reinhiller, 1995;
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Sgan. & Clark, 1986; Trent. 1998; Vole Elliott, & Cobb, 1994). On the other
hand, according to Friend and Cook (1992):

We have found that time alone is seldom the problem
in fostering collaboration. Nearly al1 school
professionals have a hlative yardstick' on the topic of
time: No matter what their caseloads or other
responsibilities, they find they need more time for
collaboration- (p- 78)
The feeling that there are not enough hours in a day helps to explain the
prevalence of the Yime' problem. Everyone feels they are working as efficiently
and as hard as they cm. 'School time allotted for collaborative planning or
wnsulting is time spent away from one's class. which, in the elementary school at
least, takes its toll rapidly' (Hubeman, 1993. p. 25). Collaboration takes time, and

until priorities are adjusted so that release time is set aside and until the benefits
of collaboration are seen to outweigh the benefits of time, time wifl remain the

most stubbom stumbling block. Needless to say, administrators need to provide
tirne in order to jumpstart collaboration, but they also need to convey a sense of
changed expectations and to reduœ anxiety about completing past priorities.
Beyond such administrative dilemmas, other pitfalls are lurking in the wings.

Pitfalls Associated with Collaboration
In a relationship-based approach such as collaboration, the piWalls that
would be expected are in the relationships involved. Initiation of a collaborative
relationship often takes the fonn of a request for help. 'Whereas it is legitimate
for novices to openly request assistance from more experienced pers. such
requests among pers in the schaof building can be and often are consttnied as
admissions of incompetenœ on the part of the seekef (Hubenan, 1993, p. 29).
The choiœ for the individual is obvious: be a novice or be seen as inwmpetent.

Another way to involve expetienced staff members in a collaborative relationship
is to cal1 upon their expertise, inviting them to supply information, materials, or
advice. 'Unsolicited offers of adviœ or technical assistance are widely interpreted

as an expression of arrogance or as a play for higher status" (Huberrnan, 1993, p.

29).This does not leave much room for beginning a free-flowïng exchange. For
the teacher looking for a collaborator, the social dance may be difficut. This is
why many collaborations grow out of established fnendships.

Much research has been conducted in the area of shared beliefs held in

carnmon by successful milaborators (Aiverez, 1992; Clawson, 1995; Davis-Wiley
8 Cozart, 1998; Trent, 1998). The generated lists of shared characteristics are

taken as predictom of success. This rnay be tnie, but ' d e theory suggests that
ineffectiveness and ineffciency are due less to differenœs in perceptions that are
in the open than to those that are underground and misunderstood" (Dugoff, Ives,
& Shotel, 1985, p. 82). This goes back to the quality of the relationship between

the collaborators. Those things that are not said, not brought out into the open,

are the true obstacfes to effective collaboration- If there are such issues, then
they represent potential obstacles.

The roles that teachers assume in a collaborative relationship Vary
considerably. Where skills are complementary, and the relationship supportive,
the combination can be powerful (Trent, 1998). Where this is not the case, an

ineffective scenario can develop: one of the professionals can end up being Tust
an extra pair of hands" (Trent, 1998, p. 510).
In order for CO-teachingto be efficacious, not only
must the teachers involved be comptent, but they
must resolve beforehand to be equals in the
classrmrn; if this does not occur, one of the teachers
may take on the role of a paraprofessional.
(Davis-Wiley & Corart, 1998, p. 8)

The concept of equal roies does not imply that the teachers have to do the same

thing. They just need equal access to the process, as is dascn'hd in Friend and
Cook's definition-

Resistance to Collaboration
Resistanœ to collaboration cornes from a myriad of sources and manifests
in a myriad of ways. This resistanœ could orïginate in the individual, the school,

or in the nature of teaching as it is set up today. Hubennan (1993) depids the
teacher in action

.--creating or repairing leaming activities of difirent
kinds with a distinctive style or signature. He or she
adapts on the spot the instructional materials that
have been bought, given or scavenged, as a fundion
of the time of day. the degme of pupil attentiveness,
the peculiar skill deficïency emerging in the course of
the activity, the litîle unexpected breakthrough on a
grammatical nile. and the apparent iflogic to children
of mathematical bases other than 10. In doing this. the
teacher relies heavily on concrete bits of pradce that
have proven successful in the pst, but that must be
reconfigured as a function of the specific situation in
the dassrwrn, in order to make thern work- (p. 15)

In capturing the dynamic nature of instructional interactions, Hubeman indicates
that to teach well, a teacher must be able to read a situation quickly, select a

response based on previous experience. find the required materials to engage
the students, and then move the class as a unit into the new leaming

environment without

disturbing the flow of the lesson. 'Much as in the jazz band

or in commedia dellatte, the succession of instructional acts is dictateci by the
drift of events af€erthe initial stimulus situation" (Hubeman, 1993, p. 21).

The tasks in whidi teachers are expected to engage
are interactive to extremes not commonly experienced
in other professions. The complexity and lack of
stability in the education process demand that
teachers respond in idiosyncraticways to idiosyncratic
situations involving idiosyncratic individuals. (da
Costa, Marshall & Riordan, 1998, p. 12)

Collaborating meaningfully in such a demandïng situation is nearly
impossible. Hubennan (1993) sees %orne rapidly reached limits to instructional
collaboration between teachers in real time unless tasks or pupils are partitioned
or unless there is a mutually ratified status hierarchy between collaborating

teachersw(p. 18). Hubennan does not allaw the possibility of teachers of equal
status working together with the same gmup of students. Unfortunately, whether
for the reasons he cites, or not, collaboration is indeed rareSenous collaboration, by which teachers engage in
the rigorous examination of teadiing and leaming.
tums out to be rare- Teachers create realistic,
insightfid chronides of the difficulties they encounter.
Collaborative efforts nin counter to historical
precedent, tending to be unstable, short-lived, and
semndary to other priorities. Compromises in
substance are made to preserve camaraderie. ..-As
teachers probe issues close to the classroom, they
produœ heat as well as light- (Little, 1987. p. 5 13)

Teachers, on the other hand, are enthusiastic about the collaborative roles
they share and believe that collaborative roles should be perfomed often and

always (Voltz, Elliott, & Cobb, 1994). But, it is Huberman's (1993) perspective
that although teachers may want coilaboration, it is near impossible to start, and if
started, nearly impossible to maintain. 'The more interactive and responsive the

instructional setting, the less likely it can be managed simultaneously by more
than one adult of the same status" (p. 18).

One of the sources of resistanœ to collaboration cornes ftom the nature of

the traditional relationship between teachen. 'Professional egalitarianism nins
deep in school buildings, and noninterferenœ with the core work of others
constitutes a sign of professional respe& (Huberman, 1993, p. 29). Every
individual teacher has a personal Gestalt of what it is to teach, what his or her
individual identity is as a teacher, and personal preferenœs conceming how to

teach (Mann, 1988). This fits perlectly with the notion of the ciosed classrmm
with the lone-wolf teacher presiding. This is a long, strong tradition which is
brought up in vanous foms if teachers are anxious about collaborating. 'The
precedents of noninterferenœ are powerful, and daims to individual autonomy
are closely guarded' (Lime, 1987. p. 500). But if a relationship is established, this
does not mean that collaboration can proceed without caution- Those
relationships can be easily altered. 'Collegiaf relations and structures have
proven relatively fragile. ... Relationships, habits, and structures that have taken
years to build may unravel in a matter of weeksn(Little, 1987, p. 507). This brings
more credibility to Hubeman's view that it is nearly impossible to maintain a
collaboration.
Compounding the ban-woff teacher's situation is the fact that 'Unlike
medicine, in which daily uncertainties and arnbiguities are eased by an accepted
body of practice (Fox, 1957), teaching celebrates no body of accepted

pedagogical pradice" (Little. 1987, p. 502). This is a severe limitation making
every teacher open to criticism for not doing the best job possible and therefore
reluctant to allow unnecessary observation. Critics belittle teacher knowledge as

'a matter of style' based on no theory and limited in application to the individual.

Little (1987) quotes Lortie (1975) who believes that most teachers do not
'promote inquiry or ... add to the intellectual capital of the professionn(p. 502).
Teachers have not been given the responsibility for gathen'ng, evaluating, or
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spreading knowledge about teaching. "Teachers ... bave no legacy of insights,

methods, and materials at the dose of a long career" (Little. 1987, p. 502).
Given this backdrop, 1 is not surprising that there is strong resistanœ to
collaboration. especially when introduced as a policy to be implemented on a set
tirnetable.
Many CO-teachingissues are challenging - perhaps
even thregtening - to potential CO-teachers.This
collaborative structure requires a wi*llingnessto
change teaching styles and preferences, work dosely
with another adult. share responsibility, and rely on
another individual in order to perfbnn tasks previously
done alone- All of these factors can cause stress for
teachers. (Friend & Cook. 1992. p. 51)
Initially, both teachers experienced difficuities
adjusting to k i n g part of a cooperative teaching team
..-expressed in ternis of issues of classroom
ownership and space ... role delineation. teaching
styles, and philosophical diffkrenœs ... both teachers
spontaneously identified issues of territory as an initial
banier in their relationship. (Salend et al. 1997, p. 5-6)

In spite of these cornmon objections. teachers who do collaborate rave

about collaboration as an approach. and when teachers collaborate for the first

tirne, they quickly increase in confidence and allow others to obsewe them. On
the other hand. da Costa & Riordan (1996) suggest that 'less confident teachers
have a harder time entering into this tnisting relationship*(p. 1). As a result. there

are many collaborations which are set up in a limited fashion. Teachers may
collaborate on a information exchange or problem solving basis. but are not
willing to share the same space. resources, children, or responsibilities (Voltz,

Elliott, & Cobb. 1994). In addition. teaching well does not equip one for talking

about teaching. Teachers might not be able to describe what it is they do, which
seems to be a requirement of collaboration (Huberman, 1993).
The school system itself presents philosophies and approaches which
make collaboration difficutt to institute and maintain. 'Managerial effîciency calls
for rapid, task-centered planning and execution, whereas the kinds of
collaborative cultures depicted ... [must be nurtured] like plants; mshing their
growth is tantamount to pulling them up" (Huberman. 1993. p. 33). Mandating
something which must grow dynamically, by directing teachers to 'collaborate' by
next Tuesday, is doomed before starting. Being human, teachers would Iikely

move into side-stepping the request and never really becorne involved in a
collaborative process. 'Teachers know that the punishment and reward system of
administraton ...depends first on the semblance of maintaining control, hamony,
and parental inactivity, w
h
ti

instructional effectiveness -..[being] secondary"

(Huberman. 1993. p. 39).

Benefits Associ-

with C o m m t i o n

Collaboration has benefits for students and teachers involved in the
collaboration, and the school as a wholeThe most obvious benefit for students in CO-teachingcolkborative
situations is a reduced pupillteacher ratio which makes possible greater
individualized attention. The stigma associated with removal to another setting by
a specialist may also be reduced (Friend 8 Cook, 1992). In addition, students are
exposed to more vaned teaching techniques and materials, which may not have
been the case without

the collaboration. There is a spirit which is created in a

classroom where collaboration has succeeded. According to da Costa (1995), this
spirit, this 'positive contagious synergy ... [is] shared with the students. and they

in tum, [share] with their teachers. It [cm bel a rewarding, affirming and

energizing experienœ for al1 involvedm(p. 12).
The teacher's immediate benefit is the exchange of instructional materials

(Huberman, i993), but by far the more powerful immediate benefit is in the area

of having a sounding board for ideas. With a mlleague to act as a sounding

board, teachers can better create effective leaming experiences to meet ongoing
needs. Through collaborating, uncertainty is reduced (Grimmett 8 Crehan, 1990).
Teachers support, influence, and learn from each other in the regular exchange
that collaboration affords (Little, 1987; Friend & Cook. 1992).

The advantages of collegial work, as experienced
teachers describe them, œnter around one theme:
breaking the isolation of the classroom. Over time,
teachers who work closely together on matters of
curriculum and instruction find themselves better
equipped for classrmm work. They are frequently and
credibly recognüed for their professional capabilities
and interests. And they take pride in professional
relationshipsthat withstand differences in viewpoint
and occasional conflict (Little. 1987, p. 494)

Through working together, teachers develop a level of trust that allows them to
interchange roles, and to fiIl in for each other with confidence that the job is k i n g
done properly (Dieker & Barnett, 1996). Their instructional range, depth. and
fiexibility develop. They are enabled in tetms of trying curricular-instructional
innovations that they would probably not have tried alone (Little, J. W.,1987).
Through the mediation that collaboration creates, teachers are better able to

understand their students' needs, and better able to understand their own

leaming (Reinhiller, 1993; Schaad, 1991).
In addition to these almost mechanistic advantages is a dynamic one. The
synergy that happens within a successful collaboration creates a powerful

professional relationship which has as its basic culture a 'can do' philosophy.
Problems are tadded with the knowledge that the solution generated will be
better than each could generate on hidher own.Working together creates '...
something very powerful. called mutual empowerment. ... [which] allows people to
own probfems together and to pool their various sources of expertise to better
solve the presenting problemnWest & Idol, 1990. p.24).
Summarv. A picture of collaboration as a teacher development tool

emerges, but only for those collaborations that are successful, only those in which
the participants forin a close tnisting relationship. This relationship may have
been brought to the collaboration. or fomed through it, but, if the collaboration is
successful, it is there. 'The teacher and the teacher-partner must have a high
degree of trust and respect for each other professionally if the teacher
collaboration is to be successful in promoting teacher development" (da Costa.
1995, p- 3).

Collaboration and the R w u r m Teacher
There are advantages to collaboration for partïcular programs within the
school. The integrated special education program stands to benefit greatly. There

is greater coherence and communication between the general and special
education teacher and the self esteem of the special education student is
enhanced (Saint-Laurent et al.. 1998). In addition. through observing and working
with special education students in the classroom leaming environment. the

special education teacher gains a far deeper insight into the students' needs and
abilities (Reinhiller, 1995).
There are also signifiant benefits for the school staff as a whole. The
combined effect of observing each other teach, interacting broadly and often, and
sharing responsibility raises the influence that teachers have on each other
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(Grimmett 8 Crehan. 1990). A study camieâ out by Voltz, Elliot, and Harris (1995).

found that as resource teachers performed coilaborative. problemsolving, and
planning roles, the general education teachers leamed to appreciate and value
thern. Understanding the importance of collaboration developed through exposure
to its operation. Once established as an effective alternative, collaboration

became more frequently used.

Yet the enthushsms expressed by teachers about
their collaborations [were] persuasive. When schools
[were] organized to promote joint action. the
advantages of collegial work groups [were] vaned and
substantial. ...And it [helpeâ] to organize the school
as an environment for leaming to teach (Little, 1987,
p- 513).
Such an environmental change was indicative of a change in the schod
culture, as referred to above in the roles of the adrninistrator. In that culture,
teachers were heard talking even at odd moments during the busy day as they
penised joint questions or projects. Teachers invited observation and openly
discussed the use of edumtional materials and methodology (Little, 1987). 'The
teachers also developed an environment that allowed them to enjoy teaching,
taking risks, and experimenthg with new teaching methodologies that they

obsewed via working wïtheach othef (Salend et al. 1997, p. 6).
In such a school, status would not be something that could be earned by

working alone in the classrmm with the doar closed. Professional recognition was
tied to the ability to share, communicate, and create with a fallow educator or as a

team rnember. Involvement and influence on staff would corne easiest to those
best able to collaborate. 'Professional recognition, professional involvement, and

professional influence becorne rewards that keep teachers career-oriented and
help them establish a high sense of efficaw (Grimrnett & Crehan, 1990, p. 217).

Co-Teaching
There are many aintexts in which collaboration can take place. Wherever
there are peopledealing with problems. they can collaborate. One common
collaborative situation is described in the literature as CO-teaching.'Co-teaching
occurs when two or more teachers share the instruction for a single group of

students, typically a single classroom setting. ... [where] both teachers take on
teaching and supportive roles" (Friend. 1998. p. 80-82). In this setup. each
teacher is involved in the act of teaching. Substantive teaching is done by each.
They must mmunicate about planning which usually improves what they would
have wmied out as individuals. 'There are five basic co-teaching approaches: (1)

.

.

one teaching one supporting, (2) station teaching (3) parallel teaching, (4)
altemate teaching, and (5) team teaching' (Friend & Cook, 1992, p. 47).
Whatever the approach. the teachers involveâ share responsibility for 'al1
activities related to planning and delivery of instruction, as well as evaluating,
grading, and discïpliningstudents' (Salend et al. 1997, p. 3).
All of the characteristics of collaboration are required in the CO-teaching
relationship: voluntariness, panty. shared responsibility, and decision making
(Friend & Cook, 1992)- In particular, the interpersonal relationship that is
essential for collaboration is also needed in co-teaching. In a list of pnnciples
established by ldol and West (1991). ten of thirteen are about interpersonal
relations. "Interaction skills are the fondamental building blocks on which
collaboration is based" (Friend. 1998. p. 73).There are two kinds of interaction
skills that are relevant: (1) basic communication skills focused on the pragmatics

of conversation, including active listening, questioning. attending to non-verbal
cues, and maintaining a non-threatening 'space' in which to talk; and (2) adions

which move the conversation in an organîzed manner toward a goal. The latter
process can be describeâ as 'shared problern solving' (Friend, 1998).
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The relationship between CO-teachersis established slowiy through
experience with each other as teachers- 'Collaboration gets better with
experience, ... with additional collaboration, everyone's cornfort level increases.
honesty and trust grow, and a sense of community developsa(Friend, 1998, p.
72)- In regard to trust, teachers make two independentjudgments 'personal trust,

based on expectations of what is owed to one as a fellow human king, and

professional trust, based on expectations of others as professional cofleagues"
(Tschannen-Moran, 1998, p. 1). A good analogy for the co-teaching relationship
is that "teachers leam the dance - the ability to both lead and follow in the

classroom with the graceful and instinctive moves found in successful dancersa
(Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998, p. 9)In the co-teaching situation sometimes the 'second' teacher 'has the role
of instructional assistant for students with ... special needs. This individual hovers
at the fnnges of the class group. ... If these practices are routine ... this situation
is an inappropriate under-utilkation of a qualified professional' (Friend 8 Cook,
1992, p. 45). This is one of the common pitfalls of CO-teaching.Ifthe 'second'

teacher is not involved in the creation of the leaming environment, the tendency
for this to happen is increased. The pressures pushing towards the 'second'
teacher being subordinate are strong. The responsibility for the classroom is
traditionally that of the classroom teacher. For teachers to relinquish some of that
responsibility may be very difficult personally and in sorne administrative set ups,
nearly impossible-

Summarv
Collaboration involves an interdependent relationship among professionals
dedicated to achieving a cornmon goal. The greatest resource they have is each
other. The purpose of collaboration is to approach a problem with expanded
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resources, to produœ something that no individual in the group cwld produœ
alone. Out of sharïng planning, assisting each other, exchanging expertise, and
pooling resources grows a collective belief system, tnist. and respect. lnability or
refusal to take part in these adivities, (sharing, assisting, exchanging, pooling),

makes collaboration almost impossible. The effectiveness of the &la borative
relationship is diredy linked to the level of trust. Trust is neœsary in order to
become sufficiently open to CO-create,to truly engage in collaborative adivities.

Nowhere is the need for collaboration more evident than in beginning reading
instruction- The following section discusses reading as a process and early
reading acquisition-

The Readina Procclss
Leaming to read is a complex challenge and many beginnen are 'at-risk'
of reading failure. Such low-achievers may require more intensive instruction to

prevent them frorn falling behind their pers. But the intervention needs to occur
early to achieve optima! results (Clay, 1969). Fortunately we now know more than

ever about the reading process itself.
Authorities (Rumelhart, 1984) have reached a new understanding of the
reading process. While traditionally reading was viewed as either a bottom-up or

a top-down process, the new consensus is that reading is interactive. 'Al1 the
various sources of knowledge, both sensory and nonsensory, corne together at

one place and the reading process is the ptoduct of the simultaneous application
of al1 the knowledge sources" (Rumehart. 1984, p. 878). Not only bottom-up
information consisting of letters and their sounds but also semantics and syntax
help readers predict upcoming words. A strong case c m therefore be made for
the interdependence and interaction of these various sources. The syntactic,
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semantic. lexical and orthographie cues al1 act simultaneously to facilitate word
recognition, but they also seem to be interacting at al1 levels of the reading
process while k i n g supported and spurred by global context (Rurnelhart, f 984;
Stanovich, 1980). We can thus teach students al1 of these cues to gain control
over word recognitionSarah (Martens, 1996) represents a typical early reader. During holistic
memorized book reading she demonstrated that she 'used her knowledge of

story structure and patterns of m e n language to invent how to read, creating a
version of the story that made sense to hef (p. 22). 'Her reading containecl al1 the
elements of reading by proficient readen, with the exception of integrating
graphophonic cues* (p. 24). Her development in reading was characterized by
exercising control over meaning and syntax, but she still needed to integrate the
use of visual cues- 74s Sarah's awareness of visual cues increased, ...she

integrated the visual information in the text with the nonvisual information in her
headn(p. 76).
Yet as she developed 'she didn't fom 'bad habits' and ... use the 'wrong'

inventions [but] ... fieely revised them when they no longer worked and she had
new information to integrate into them" (p. 95). Thus Sarah worked out strategies

to enhance her meaning making.
The 'analogy position' posits that through massive exposure to written text
wupled with oral reading, children will notice the similarÏties in the print and the
associated pattern of sounds in the spoken language. And they will then make
the generalization, the rule for 'reading' a letter pattern- This spnngs out of

phonemic awareness. Mapping letters on to sounds happens with appropriate
prompts and scaffolding.
Thus many factors are at play in the leaming to read process and a
balanced approach to instruction in which all knowledge systems (semantics,
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syntax, oraiographic. and lexical) are actïvated is required. Children need to be

immersed in a print rich environment, receive appropriate coaching, and explicit
instruction.

Strategies of Good Reade=
As suggested in the case of Sarah, metacognitive strategies need to be

developed. The strategies that good readers use for processing text are those
mental plans and operations that they find effective. Predicting. monitoring
cornprehension. and confirming or correcting what has been read are the three
major strategies that are prevalent (lhhaver, 1998, p- 21). In addition to the pnnt
on a page, readerç can add nonvisual information, picture cues, and pnor
knowledge of the world to predict the meaning of the text. In addition to semantic
knowledge, children can also use their familianty with how language is put
together (their syntactic kndedge).
Most children brïng to the reading situation a Ruent
oral control of their mother tongue. This consists of
an unconscious control of the sounds of the language,
a large vocabulary of word labels for meanings and
relationships that are understood, and cognitive
strategies for constructing sentences.
(Clay. 1979, p. 245)

"[Students] need to know that their Iinguistic knowledge can help them to make

sense of print" (Nicholson. 1984, p. 57).

.

*

onitonna c o m e a T o make the process work, children also need

tu monitor their reading for meaning. Beginners must leam to check the serise of
what they are reading. As the meaning is created readen must constantly confimi
what has been read against input from the print. using the verifted text to correct

rniscues. Our paradigm is slowly shifting towards what research has been telling

us. The miscues of good readers demonstrate that reading is not a precise
process of identifying every word. but an ongoing construction of rneaning from
the text (Goodman. 1967).
Mary Clay docurnented the reading behaviour of 100 beginning readen.
noting two stages: a preparatory stage in which the child "attempts to find sorne
pnnt to match to the response he was giving" (Clay, 1969, p. 49) and the book

reading stage. In the preparatory stage the child typically went through several
developmenta1 phases: page rnatching (repeating rnemorized text by the page),
fine matching (memorized text by the line). locating some words within a
mernorized line, and reading 'the spaces' (coordinating speech impulses with
spaces between words). This led to mismatches because there were too many or
too few spoken impulses for the number of patterns available. Similar mismatches

would occur visually if the pattern of a particular word was known. Self-correction
behaviour occurred three weeks before the book reading stage in 90% of the
children.
"Beginning readers substituted words which were syntadically appropriate
for the sentences they were reading in 72 percent of al1 substitution errors" (Clay,
1969, p. 51). Nouns and verbs were usually replaced by substitutions of the same

part of speech. These students. at the very beginning of reading, were using their
knowledge of the grammatical and semantic aspects of language. 'The
grammatical context was a signifiant source of cues to the young reader .-.lt
follows that the child's control of sentence structure [is]important in detennining
... attempts to readw(Clay, 1979, p. 198). Mary Clay's research shows that the

reading miscues of children are strongly connected with rnaking sense of pnnt
(Clay, 1979. p. 197). She thinks that. "Words in sentence structures which minor
the syntactic and semantic foms of the language which the child speaks Ruentfy
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will increase the child's opportunities to detect emn and develop error correcting
strategies" (Clay, 1969, p. 55)Yet many children have not started to self correct their miscws long after
their p e r s are proficient readers. Thus an intervention for at-risk early readers
must teach students to monitor for meaning.

lrn~licationsfor Instru*
Given this balanceâ view of Iiteracy development in which al1 knowledge
systems must be adivated and strategies to assist word recognition must be
taught, the approach to instruction must be holistic. Students need to be
presented wïth a wide variety of materials that emphasize meaning and
understanding ideas but at the same time receive direct instruction in strategies
that develop word recognition. The importance of such a "balanced language
program" is emphasized by Helen Depree (Depree & Iverson, 1985)-

_.
.beginning readers and writers need to know how to
use their initiative, _..They need freedom, time and
encouragement to test out ideas and solutions, inquire
and research, and to evaluate their current teaming.
They also need explicit instruction. The provision of al1
these components is essential. (p. 5)

To integrate the use of al1 language systems, a beginning reading program should

immerse the students in print, lmrnersed in print, the child has more oppoftunity to

apply talents or skills to the task, leam incidentally, learn from peers, receive
on-the-spot instruction, reflect on or review and practice reœntly read text,
question peers, and use the displayed text as a model or source of inspiration for
writing. It is paramount ihat students be given purpose for their reading and
writing and receive appropriate scafblding to achieve success- Enough time must

be allocated to the students' program to allow far ree
flco
tin

and completion of the

creative processffoldina Vygotsky's concept of the zone of proximal development
(ZPD) is vital to any instructional intervention. What a child leams initially with

help. later becornes intemalized. Instruction must therefore ôe designed to
scaffold the child's learning and provide explicit on-the-spot instruction. The ZPD
is the dynamic cutting edge of the diild's leaming potential, the very 'bud' about

to bloom; 'what is in the zone of proximal development today will be the actual
development level tomorrow" (Vygotsky, 1978, p.87)- The implications for
everyday infoming of instruction are obvious. Coaching within the pmcess of real
reading is essential. 'The zone of proximal developrnent permits us to delineate
the child's immediate Mure and his dynamic developmental statem(p.87)-

When novice and expert act together. their
understanding of the meaning of the whoie activity, its
goals and its instrumental ads, willnecassarily
overlap only in part. The fact that there is some
overfap makes possible the joint, collaborative activity,
and the fact that the= is only partial overlap makes
possible continued gr&
by the leamer through that
collaboration. (Cazden, 1996, p. 169)

Being able to do a task with support and not independently places it in the zone.
A full understanding of the ZPD will result in a re-evaluation of the role of

imitation in leaming. It hss been shown by psychologists that one can only imitate
what is in the 'zone' (Vygotsky, 1978). This closely links imitation and learning.

Children can imitate a variety of actions which go well beyond the limits of their
own capabilities. 'Using imitation, children are capable of doing much more in

collective activity or under the guidance of adultsm(Vygotsky, 1978, p-88)-

The act of imitation requires a model. This is linked to the ground-breaking
work of Vygotsky in the area of social interaction, of the efficacy of an adult or

peer interacting with the child in the act of learning-

We propose that an essential feature of leaming is
that it creates the m e of proximal development; that
is,leaming awakens a variety of intemal
developmental processes that are able to operate only
when the child is interacting with people in his
environment and in cooperation with his pears.
(Vygotsky, 1978, p.90)

Not only has Vygotsky defined the zone in which al1 leaming takes place, but he

also daims that leaming operates as a critical mass in that 1 feeds on itself. This
expands the zone through 'awakening tools and processes' previously created
through social contact.

Summarv. Intervention is needed for those children who do not develop
basic beginning reading strategies. Direct instruction within the ZPD is needed. In
keeping with our growing understanding of the needs of beginning readen and
knowledge of effective instructional interventions, the role of the resource teacher
must change.

The Changing Role of the R e w r - Teacher
Since the mid 1970's. the rnodel for delivering of assistance to students at
nsk of failure or with special needs has been remediation in a pullout M i n g .
usually the resource room. There are several disadvantages to this model.

Students may be stigmatized when they are pulled out of the regular classmom;
there is a waste of classroom instructional time from the pulledout student's
perspective; the skills leamed in the resource room are usually not transfened to

the general education setting; and there is a lack of coherenœ and collaboration
between the general education teacher and the special education teacher. In

addition, the m u e n t transitions between the resource and general classroorns
are thought to be disniptive and distracting to both regular and remedial students
(Saint-Laurent et al., 1998).
On the other hand, several advantages have b e n associateci with
prograrns which integrate the remedial students into the regular classroom:
greater program coherenœ and collaboration between the regular and resource
teachers; improved self esteem for the remedial student; more frequent, more
positive social relations; and increased motivation to leam on the part of the
student receiving assistance (Saint-Laurent et al., 1998).
Resource teacher movement into the classroorn and increased
collaboration, however, is not yet the nom. Surveys of general education
teachers show that classroom teachers do not peroeive resaurce teachers as

offen performing collaborative teaching roles (Dugoff, Ives, & Shottel, 1985; Voltz,
Elliot, & Cobb, 1994; Voltz, Elliot & Hams, 1995). This is underscored by findings
from those same surveys which indicate that regular classroom teachers consider
most of those roles to be vital. A study by D'Alonzo and Wiseman (1978)

indicated that 'the rnajority of the leaming disability teachers [resource teachers]
surveyed reported that they were not perfomiing needed role functions such as

wnsulting, team teaching and joint planning" (Voltz, Elliot & Harris, 1995, p. 130).
The picture seems complete. Resource teachers are not fuffilling desired roles.
Hope in this dismal scenario is provided by a study conducted by Vola,
Elliot, and Hams (1995). They provided a problem-solving heuristic, time, and
administrative support for the fornation of collaborative groups. Focus, need, and
purpose were established, aillaborative relationships formed, and functioning
maintained. It was show that 'once resource teachers began to perfonn these
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roles wi-th greater frequency, general education teachers' perceptions of the
desirability of these roles increased. ...Once exposure to the roles increased,
appreciation for their importance also increased' (p. 136).Compared to previous
'informal talks which never really wrnmunicated', the teachers involved reported
that real communication on substantive matters occurred. One of the major
supportive elenients was the teacher time allocated to the projact by the
administration,
Authoritative opinion confimis the conclusions reached by Voltz, Elliot. and
Hams (1 995).

Experts in the field of smal education believe that
the 'ideal' resource room teacher should place more
emphasis ...on wwking closely with classmm
teachers and instructional items that lead to a
whesive unified program implemented within the
regular classroom. ( D ~ g ~ fIves,
f , & Shotel, 1985, p.
80)

Nevertheless, resistanœ to this new role is expressed by classrwm and
resource teachers alike. "Teachers' responses on the 'ideal' scale indicate a
tendency for both groups of teachers to assign lower ratings to roles involving the
physical presenœ of special education teachers in general education classes"

(Voltz, Elliott, & Cobb, 1994, p. 531). The key to undoing this knot may be in the
approach. In the study by Voltz, Elliot, and Hams (1995) cited above, participants

created and maintained collaborative relationships through instituting a model
within a supportive structure, and adding personal patience. This relates to the
interpersonal relationships that lie at the core of collaboration reported earlier.
"The role of the elementary special education resource teacher depends

substantially upon his or her relationship Ath the regular classrwm teacher in

whose classroom the handicapped student spends most of the school day"
(Dugoff. Ives. & Shotel. 1985. p. 76).
'Rather than remove students for supportive services. cooperative
teaching bn'ngs academic instruction and supportive services to students in the
environment where the need existsw(Salend et al. 1997, p. 3). In essence,
cooperative teaching is a description of the 'ideal' resource teacher mle described
above.

Summarv
Either through developing new relationships. or using established
relationships. resourœlclassroomteacher collaboration can be established to
increase the success of low-achieving beginning readers. Collaboration is the
vehicle by which beginning reading instniction can be facilitated. while at the
same time assuring the transfer of skills and avoiding of the harmfuf. stigmatizing
effects of pullout assistance. Idealfy, in a collaborative setting, there is

w ntinuous interchange of information between resourœ and classrmm teachers
about students' leaming and best teaching practices. Given two people, the

needs of individual leamers should be easier to assess and assist- The
development of beginning readers can be more closely rnonitored and
on-the-spot instruction provided. Finally, the ZPD of the individual is easier to
establish with the added individualized instruction made available through
collaborationThe goal of this study was to establish collaborative relationships and

assist in developing an effective beginning reading program in grade one
classrooms, with special attention to those 'at risk The following chapter first
outlines the procedures used in this formative inquiry and then reports on the
actual collaborative process.
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Chapter Three
Design and Procedures

The design of this present research falls into the broad category of critical

inquiry, described by Sirotnik (1991) as 'a process of informeci reflection and
action" (p.245). 'Curriculum inquiry and theory ... [deals] with practice, W h
classroorns and other cumcubr settings, and should be done by practiüonersw
(McKeman, 1991, p. 309). Further, 'critical inquiry is ...not something that
happens serendipitously or casually. It has to be worked at with rigor and
continuity. By its very nature, it is not something that cornes to an end; rather it is

a way of professional life ... [and] ought to be the basis of professionalism and the
professionalization of ducational practice" (Sirotnik, p.247). Sirotnik envisions
critical inquiry as a knowledge building process, a "process for understanding and
improving schwls and schooling' (p. 248).He sees it as a career-long endeavour
central to change and development. 'Critical inquiry never really ends. In
essence, it is the process of organizational renewal itself" (p. 252).
Central to critical inquiry is interpersonal communication. Sirotnik sees
inquiry as a dialogical process with a need for mutual trust, similar to collaboration
as outlined in Chapter Two.
In a nutshell, wmpetent communication will only occur
in an environment charaderized by mutual trust trust
not only between the people, but also trust in the
ideas, facts, values, and interests that people share
and upon which they act. (Sirotnik. 199 1, p. 249)

-

This 'mutual trust' can spring out of a personal or a professional relationship, but
it is essential for effective communication, Without trust, communication is made

ineffective by lingering questions, second guesses, and withheld afterthoughts.
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"Communication - rnoreover, comptent communication - is the hallmark of a
critical inquiry, and. therefore probably the greatest stumbling block to critical
inquiry" (p. 248).
Although Sirotnik (1991) sees great promise in critical inquiry, he finds Iittle

I know of no educational organizations ... where
critical inquiry as I have described it is the nom,
where profiessional d e s and expectations are built
around critical, reflective and collaborative practice,
where. in short. critical inquiry is intrinsic to the culture
of the organizational workplace. (p. 252)

More specifically, this study falls into the area of action research. a branch
of critical inquiry. Action research is described as a 'fom of practical reflection
related to cumwlum choiœW
(McKeman, 1991, p. 311). Thinking this way, every

teacher who 'tries something out' is engaging in action research. McKeman

reports that John Elliot (1981) saw action research as 'the study of a social
situation with a view to improving the quality of action within it' (p. 312). Fmm this

viewpoint, the teacher 'trying something out' is still a researcher. In Elliot's view:
[Action research] aims to feed practicaljudgment in
concrete situations, and the validity of the theories it
generates depends not so much on 'scientific' tests of
truth, as on their usefulness in helping people to act
more intelligently and skilffilly. In action research
Yheories' are not validated independently and applied
to practice. They are validated through practiœ.
(McKeman, 1991, p. 312)
As romantic as it is to think of al1 teachers as researchers, the thought

dissipates when confronted by more strenuous definitions. Stenhouse (198 1),

cited in McKeman (1991), requires more in the area of organization and recording
of results. Action research requires

situational verification [through] ..- 'systematic and
sustained inquiry, planned and self critical, ... [and
needs to be] subjected to public criticism and to
empirical tests where these are appropriate'
(Stenhouse 1981:113). The basic tenant of
Stenhouse's argument can be briefly stated: teachers
are in charge of dassrooms and dassrooms are the
ideal laboratones for testing educational ideas.
Moreover, the teacher is a participant observer in a
naturalistic setting in which observation and research
opportunities present themselves. (McKeman. 1991,
p- 312)

The teacher Yrying something out' is seen as having a research opportunity,

which if organized, documented. and published in some manner is regarded as
research.

With the addition of the more stnngent requirements of Stenhouse, the
view of Can and Kemmis (1986) fits this study closely.

Action research is sirnply a fom of self reflective
inquiry undertaken by participants in social situations
in order to improve the rationality and justice of their
own pradices. their understanding of these practices,
and the situations in which these practices are camed
out (Carr and Kemmis 1986: 164). (cited in McKernan,
1991, p. 314)

Carr and Kemmis (1981) expand on their thinking slightly by pointing out
the focus of action research-

Action research aims at ïmprovements in three areas:
firstly, the irnprovement of a practice; seumdly, the
improvement of the understandingof the pradiœ by
its participants; and thirdly. the improvement of the
situation in which the practice takes place. (cited in
McKeman, 1991, p. 314)

Such research takes place in the fluid. dynamic, interactive

venue of the

classroom. Neither large nor small scale results can be predicted. The response
of the individual student and the group as a whofe cannot be foreseen. Each

response molds the direction of the event and therefore of the research itsefflnasmuch as teaching is a cydic, responsive process. so is action research. The
teacher, as a participant observer, cannot be separated fiom this interaction. &Al[
these conceptions of action research embody a senes of spiraling cydes of

planning, acting, obsenring, and reflecting on the action, and involve the persons
experiencing the problern directly in the research process" (McKernan, 1991, p321). This study is thus formative and exploratory, being molded by events.

Pa-nts

a d Se-

The focus of this research involved me as a participant observer in three

grade one classrooms over a penod of eleven weeks from January 12, 1998 to
March 26, 1998. The study was camed out in a mid-western urôan elementary
school of between five and six hundred students- Half of the population was in a
GermanlEnglish bilingual program which received half of its instruction in the
ethnic language. The other half of the school population reœived its instruction in
English and was referred to as the English program. The school also had an
English Second Language (ESL) prograrn which sewed half of the division. At the

grade one level there were no ESL services other than consultation provided, but
the existence of the program in the school added a signifiant number of ESL

families to the population and thus an increase in the number of ESL students at

the grade one level. None of the focus children in this study were ESL. A
description of the types of data collecteâ follows.

and Saurces
In order to document the developrnent of both the students' reading and
the teachers' collaboration. as summanzed below, data wwe collected through a
variety of means: keeping anecdotal records. making audio-tapes of meetings,

monitoring student progress, collecting work sarnples. taking field notes and

recording personal reflectÏons-

Data c o n n a to the collaboration:

- reports of meetings held before the colbboration between the grade one
teachers, the principal. and me

- field notes of daily sessions and follow-up refiection

- transcripts of audio-tapes of meetings held regularly during the collaboration
- transcripts of audio-tapes of final interviews stnidured around questions
(appended)

- refleclions on the preceding transcripts
Data CO nnected to the &dents1 r-eloment:

Whole class screeningtaSks [maximum scores in br-

- measures of phonemic awareness indudîng rhyming discrimination [SI and
production [SI, isolation of initial sounds [5] and sound/letter associations
[18] (PhonologicalAwareness Profile, CC.
Robinson, 1995).

- a teacher made garne measuring perception of onset I rhyme (appended). [5]
- word list [1O] (Bader, 1983)
- spelling dictation [1O] (Schonell Graded Spelling Test - fom B. Schonell, 1960).
- written language sample elicited by a pîdure (artîst unknown - appended).

- ninning record (Mary Clay, 1979) was taken of the trade book My Home by Joy
Cowley.
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- selected elements from 'concepts about print' (Mary Clay, 1993) induded:

- identifyingthe front of the book. top of a page
- indicating left to right, front to back direction
- speech to pnnt match (counting words on a page)
The results of this full class screening were used to assist the classniom
and resourœ teachers in selecüng the foais students for the study. The same

activities were administered to the focus students at the end of JuneMarv Clav's Obsewation Survev (1 993): The focus students were further

tested using the complete Mary Clay (1993) Obsewation Suwey including a
ninning record of a trade book (At the Zoo by Jill Eggelton), letter identifcation,
concepts about print. reading a word list, writing vocabulary, and hearing sounds
in words (dictation). These tests were repeated at the end of the study in March
and at the end of June-

-

Other measures. work samples of focus students

- ninning records of focus students taken regularly during sessions

- field notes made daily about focus student participation
- reflections on field notes and on focus student progress
A description of starting the collaboration in the school and my role in each

of the classrooms follows,

JnitialPrFor fifteen years previous to the research, I was a staff member at the
school involved. My rdationship wïth staff at grade levels three through six was
well established. For the previous five years I had been attempting to spend more
time in classrooms. In pursuing that goal. I had made proposais for instituting
collaborative projects, but with Iimited success. The resistance encountered
seemed to be associated w
h
ti

teacher perceptions of the role of the resource
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teacher an expert whose responsibility it was to tutor and resolve individual
student leaming problems. Another bam*erto collaboration seemed to be related
to fears that I would be a critical observer of dassrwm practice. Wdh the cutback
of a second resource teacher, I 'inherited' the responsibility of working with
kindergarten. grade one. and grade two teachers. Ironically, a new administrator.
afier a discussion with a grade one teacher, mandated the involvement of the
resource teacher in the ciassrmm at the grade one level. The opportunity to
conduct a study on dassroom/resource teacher collaboration resulted.

I retuming from a leave and entered the schwl year at the beginning of
January. On my fint day back. Iwas infonned of the time required to be spent in
grade one. The research proposal was created and s h m to the school's new
principal. Wth her approval, the proposal was shared with my faculty advisor and
the approval process of the university's ethics and thesis cornmittees begun.
Copies of the propasal were sent to the schod division administrators and given
to the school principal for final approval. Meanwhile, a meeting was held between
the four grade one staff rnembers and me to discuss the research project. As a

follow-up, I met with each staff member individually to answer any remaining
questions. Three of the four classroom teachers agreed to participate in the
study. The fourth teacher was near retirement. working in the bilingual program,
had a very set, stnictured classroorn cum*culum, and did not want to work

collaboratively. The three who opted to collaborate, Katherine and Elizabeth from
the English program and Mary from the bilingual program (pseudonyms have
been used to assure anonymity), each signed a letter indicating their agreement
to take part in the study. By the third week in January, the University had

approved the project, but what remained was approval from the school
administration and the school division. It should be noted that because the project
involved work that would have been done within the regular resource role. there
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was no ethical pmblem in starting to work with the students before permission to
do a project was received. By mid-January collaborative work had started in al1
three classroorns. Planning meetings had taken place. materials had been sought
out or created, and initial in-dass sessions held. Ifwork had not started, the
project would not have been able to go forward because the class programs
WOUId

have k e n unacceptabf y delayed.
Subsequent to these beginnings, a meeting was heM between the principal

and the three partïcipating classroom teachers. I was told not to attend this
meeting, which was a harbinger of dinialties in receiving final approval from the
school administration for the project. Ostensibly, this meeting was for the principal
to see if there were any problems before she gave her consent for the work to

continueMary later reported to me that in that meeting she had desaibed what was
being done in her ctassrwm to her colleagues (the principal, Elizabeth, and
Katherine), explained that she was happy about the collaboration, and le& The
others had remaineci and discussed the cproblems'as they saw them. It then took
another week before Elizabeth, Katherine and the principal could meet with me
for further consultation. At that meeting the teachers asked where the resource
job ended and where the study started, and if they could change what they were
doing to something like what was being done in Mary's room. I explained that the

resource position contained everything that was being done in the study and that
we could change anything through the scheduled meetings we had every cycle.
All of this had been explained in the initial meetings and individualiy later. It was

obvious that essential communication had not taken place and that real
collaboration had not started. Another week passed. Additional time restraints
were placed on the study as a condition for administrative approval. The total
amount of resource time allocated to all of the grade one classes (including
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paraprofessional time, work with the grade one dass not in the study, and time
being spent on grade one needs outside of the study, such as testing) wuld not
exceed one hour and W n t y minutes per schwl day.
These time restrictions would have made conducting the study - meetings
with teachers and parents, screening, dassroom work, assessment, evaluation,
reporting and recording of data - impossible because more time than was
provided for was already scheduled.. These issues were discussed with the
principal and Idiscovered ways to side-step the restrictions. Time use was
calculated after the fact and averaged over each week so that interruptions in
scheduled activities did not affect the total. This brought the total time within the
range of the new restrictions. Fomal divisional and administrative approval for
the project were not given until the third week of February. At that point the lette=

(appended) that infomed parents and asked permission for their children's
participation were sent home.

The C o w r a t i v e Pracess
The results of collaboration with classroom teachers is docurnented next,

beginning with Mary, and then Kathenne and Elizabeth.

Mary's Class
Mary's class was a German bilingual classroom. My d e in Mary's class
started during the previous year when I collaborated on several discipline cases.
Through this association, Mary and I got to know each other prohsionally and
started to develop a personal friendship. This proved to be a good basis with
which to start the instructional collaborationAfter the meeting with all of the grade one teachers during which the

research proposal was presented. Mary and I engaged in a number of casual
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conversations. We then had two fomaf meetings in which we picked the focus
children and made organizational decisions such as where and when the planned
activities were to happenThe focus children were chosen using the results of the screening tasks to

identify those students who were at the beginning stage of literacy developmentFrom that group, one student, and another who had been absent for the

screening tasks but whose in-class performance warranted inclusion, whom Mary
and I thought would work well together in a group, were different in their needs

and nature, and would provide interesting case for study, were selected. Two
more students, also from the beginning Iiteracy group, were added to the group to
rnake the group large enough. Two days later we started with the in-class work
The tirnetable we were able to set up allowled for a daily 35 minute session in the

rnorning. Both of the foais children were therefore given instruction daily as
rnernbers of a group of four. We were also able to schedule a planning period.
We had decided to implement the Early Success (Au, 1996) reading program as
the main source of ideas for instruction.
The first, in-class rob that I assumed was as a tutor of the small group

identified eariier. While Mary started the majority of the class on journal work, I
irnplemented the Eatfy Success (Au, 1996) reading program at the side of the
room with the group of four students that contained both of the focus children.
During the first four sessions I came to know the small group and we established

a routine. Mary and 1 then switched responsibilities. This was as we had planned
and proved to be essential to the collaboration. At every switch, at the end of

each story in the small group reading program (usually five lessons), it was

necessary to exchange information about the program and student progress. This
meant that we were forced to keep up to date and to care about the exchange of

information conceming the prograrnming and instruction taking place with each
group. This information was essential in order for us to be able to switch rolesI then became the large group tutor and cantinued the journal work that

had k e n started by Mary. She, in tum. took the small group reading sessions. I
soon discovered that I had to set up each day's activities for the dass even
though it would often be virtually identical to the previous day. This led to having

a daily 'mg' session to disaiss what we were doing that day. At first Mary more or

less directed the flow of what happened in the large group session, and I more or

l e s dictated what should be done in the small group- This dichotomy soon ended
as we each grew in confidence in each other's ability to nin either setting.
The two focus children were both in the small gmup which resulted in my
seeing them only when Iwas in that role. A typical small group session consisted
of activities supporting phonemic awareness, reading a story, practicing reading

the present and past books, printing the day's target words, reading the 'word
wall' (a Iist of previous target words), assembling words using letter tiles. and
playing games, invented 'on-the-spot' to fiil students' surfacing needs. The games
were played with copies of the word cards from the word wall. We usually
wmpleted one lesson per day. Five lessons were allotted to each book and at the
end of those lessons, or when the students had mastered the story and

associated tasks, a story summary provided by the program was sent home for
further practice and to celebrate success. The story summary was not identical to
the lesson book- It used the same vocabulary, but did not have picture support.
The students could draw picturas if they wanted. Running records for each
student were taken regularly and work samples were collected.
My work with the large group occasionally involved the small group as well.
This would happen if we were producing something to be posted for parent
wnferences, or doing something essential for assessing progress. A large group
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session usually consisted of a 'mg' session where the children were reoriented to
their writing and we talked about the day's tasks- Students were usually allowed
to work with their friends colbboratively for idea generation. revising, and editing.

They were expected to finish writing projech on a fairly tight schedule of
approximately one finished pmduct every two weeks. This meant that eight or
nine class sessions were dedicated to each writing project. Those who finished
early could start another projed and those who were slower could spend other
spare time catching up. All in al1 the class proceededfairly well in sync. The large
group broke up into six or seven collaborative groupings of two to four students.
These groupings were friendship groups in which students worked well together.
Writing became such a passion *th the students that they were taking their
projects outside at recess to 'continue the fun'. The small group reading session
was held at the side of the classroam- This never became an issue for either
group.
Follow-irp, The planning period sessions were audio-taped and the tapes
transcribed as data for this study. Daily notes were kept on the actions and
reactions of each focus child. Work samples were also collected. Additional
reflective cornrnents were made on each day's notes. At the end of the study, a
parting summative interview was camed out with the dassroom teacher

(questions appended). Students were tested using the same tasks as those
adrninistered in the pre-intervention assesment.

Katherine's Clas&
My relationship with Katherine was also started the previous year. The

other resource teacher had been on an extended absence and Katherine had
acted as a substitute resource teacher- As a result, Katherine and I had already
had several conference periods together. I had never worked with Katherine in
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her role as a classroom teacher. We had difiring views of the role of the
resource teacher in the school and Iwas hoping that these differenœs would iron
thernselves out over the course of the project- Katherine felt that a resource
teacher should spend most available time working directly with needy students
and not waste that time meeting, testing, wnsulting, writing up reports. talking to
other resource teachers, or sitting thinking, whereas in my view, about haif of a
resource teacher's time should be spent in direct service, assisting needy
students, and the remainder of the time spent on those activities regarded as a
waste by Katherine. Not the best basis for a start, but both of us seemed
enthusiastic.
ti
As wh

Mary, our first meetings focused on selecting the target students

and looking at tirnetable considerations. Using the results of the screening tasks
to identify beginning readers, three focus students were selected by Kathenne
who thought they would be interesting subjectsThe reading programs in this m m and in the third teacher's room were

linked. Katherine and Elizabeth were already wllaborating in developing activities
for a guided reading program (Fountas 8 Pinnell, 1996). In each of these rooms, I
was to be involved for two periods every second day in the Guided Reading

portion of the students' reading program . During the altemate days, Katherine
conducted a very structured program based on the Companion Reading Program
(Harrison & Wilkinson,1ggl), which is very phonics-oriented and involves hours
upon hours of drill in phonetic skills. Books of isolated skills exercises are
completed by the students. These are similar to workbooks and are in effect
'teacher proof materials I was not to be involved in that portion of the students'
reading program.
The guided reading administrative set-up in the classroom involved having
the students placed in heterogeneous groups at centres (Fountas & Pinnnell.
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1996) so that the stmg students could assist the weaker. Theoretically the

groups could then work independently while the teacher worked with small
groups. The activities in which students took part were leveled. Students knew
which level they were in. Instruction at al1 of the levels of each activity at the

centre was given to al1of the students so that those who finished easier levels
could attempt the harder tasks if they wished. 1his enabled more advanced
students to assist those who were stniggling. This organizational plan frees the
classroom teacher to extract homogenous groups of students for specific
instruction in areas of need. Usually, this more focused instruction would involve
five students. one student from each heterogeneous group.
Iwas assigned a position within this organizational ffamework to supervise
the writing activity œntre for the heterogeneous groupings. Essentially, the writing

activity centre was equivalent to the play œntre or the independent reading
centre. I read a short story to the students and then within a supplied frame, had
them write a response. The length and diniculty of the assigned frame and the

amount of student input varied for the stniggling and advanced students. The
class had nine low-achieving, beginning readers. As a result, each group usually
had two students needing the easier task and more assistance.

Refiections. While Iwas gratifia to be carrying out a more cornplex
activity, I was only mnning an activity centre, not involved in the planning, and not

involved in the collaboration between the two classroom teachers conceming
activities - very much on the periphery. Iwas only responsible for my own
activity, writing, which was not linked to anythïng else the students were doing
except that it fell under the umbrella of Language Arts. Because al1 three of the
selected target students were beginning readers, they were in different
heterogeneous groups. There were five groups in the classroom and as we
usually did not go thwgh the entire cycle,visiting each œntre, on a particular
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day, Ioften would not see al1 of the target students. An even more serious

.

problem was that Iwas only in the room every second day Mile the guided
reading portion of the reading program was being conduded.
I continued ninning the writing centre for the first three weeks of the study.

Meanwhile, the process of receiving administrative approval was proceeding. As
reported above. there was a meeting between the classroom teachers and the
principal. from which Iwas excluded, followed one week later by the meeting of
al1 the stakeholders, the principal. Kathenne. Elizabeth. and me to discuss the
'problerns' which had surfaced. In response to that. at ouf next scheduled
planning meeting, Katherine and Italked about how we could fun a new set-up in
the class. I talked about switching d e s on a regular basis and how it added to
the collaboration in Mary's rwm- This was agreed to and we started anew with
my working with homogenous groups of emergent readen and using the Eariy

Success Reading Progam (Au. 1996). as in Mary's room. There would now be
two homogeneous groups pulled mss-sectionally out of the heterogeneous

groups. Katherine and Iwould each have one of those focused instructional

groups.
Com~ansons.There were two major differences in what was k i n g done in
Katherine's room as compared to Mary's room. In Mary's room Iwas there every
day, whereas in Katherine's room I was there only every second day. This meant

that if I were absent, or for some reason missed a session, it was a long time
before I saw the students again. For example. if I saw them on Tuesday and

missed Thursday, it would be the following Monday before Isaw them again.
Tuesday to Monday is too long between lessons for a beginning reader. There
are many interruptions in an elementary school and the lack of continuity showed
in the students' progress. The other major dimrenœ between the rooms was that
there were four beginning readers in Mary's m m and nine in Kathenne's. In
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Mary's r o m Iworkedhtw
i

one grwp of four beginning readen, which included

the two focus students. but in Katherine's rmm I wrked with two beginning
reading groups, each including some of the focus children. This meant that
although Iwas spending the same amount of time in Mary's rom, I was spread
twice as thin in Katherine's rwm- The students in Katherine's room were

receiving half of the instructional t h e that they were in Mary's room.
The collaboration continued to the end of the studyhtw
i

this pattern, with

my operating as a reading instructor for the beginning readers in the room during

guided reading. The de-switching never happened- In addition, I was never
included in the collaboration about the content of the activity centres or any other
aspects of the dassroorn reading program. Iwas still only responsible for the
running and content of my own activity, even though I had graduated to doing
specific instruction. In planning meetings f would report what was being done in
my portion of the program, and how the students were responding. but the other

portions of the reading program were never opend for discussion.

Elizabeth's Class

In the third classmrn. Elizabeth's, I felt I had a fairly good social
relationship with the teacher- I was relaxed and hopeful when the collaboration
started. We also started by looking at tirnetable considerations and chmsing
focus children. Three focus children whom Elizabeth thought would respond best

to individual attention were chosen using the results of the screening tasks. We
set times for my work in the classrwm. Iwould be there every second day for two
periods, a total of 70 minutes each session. This accommodated the classroom
reading program which. as in Katherine's dass. was split between two

philosophies. Elizabeth's dass used the Guided Reading philosophy for the days
that the research project was ta take place. and a flexible, responsive whole
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fanguage philosophy on the alternate days. lmplementing that whole language
philosophy, Elizabeth conductecl an ecieciic program responding to the needs of
the students. The program induded use of a Yalking rock' which was passed from
student to student during kirde talk', journal wrïting once per week, the reading of
two stories per day to the class, silent reading by the students. lots of singing and

poems - after the poems were read they murd be placed in the 'poem box' where
the students could pick their favourite to read to themselves or the group.
Comparisons. Elizabeth never started the cornpanion reading program
(Hamson 8 Wilkinson, 1991) as in Katherine's room. About 80% of Elizabeth's
day is integrated with soma f o n of Language Arts adivities. Social Studies and

Science king totally integrated with Language Arts. The guided reading set-up

was where Iwas to be placed, again supervising the writing activity. As in
Katherine's class, I was in the room only every second day and ifI were absent or
had to miss a session, the effect on the students' program was rnuch worse than
if 1 had b e n in the room every day. Elizabeth's m m had eight low-achieving,

emergent readers, three of whom were the focus students for the purposes of this
study. As in Katherine's dass, there were two groups of low-achieving students.
and my time was spread over twiœ as much territory as in Mary's rmm. The

children in Elizabeth's class were receiving half of the instructional time that the
children in Mary's room received.
1 started working in Elizabeth's class at a writing centre organized amnd a

classroom writing project. A sentence frame is supplied and (guided by the frame)
children respond about their friends. family, and personal experienœs. I had very
little input into what Iwas to do, but again. given total mntrol of the activity once it
was set up. Elizabeth kept inviting me into the collaboration between herself and
Kathenne, but the meetings never materialized. A shanng session would be set

up, I would be invited to attend, and it would be canceled, or moved, or camed
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out on the phone in the evening. My joining this collaborative activity never

happenedIn February. three weeks into the collaboration, after the above described
meeting on the 16th with the principal. Elizabeth and I had a meeting and the
initial plan in which I superviseâ the wrïting centre was changed to the same
set-up that had been created for Katherine's room. Iwas now doing specific

instruction for the beginning readers in the class using the Earîy Sucœss (Au.
1996) reading program. We agreed to switch off in our roles and share the

responsibility for the dassroom reading program. The same problems existed in
both Elizabeth and Katherine's classroom situations. There were twice as many
needy children as in Mary's room and Iwas tirnetabled every second day.

Globally I was friendlier with Elizabeth than Katherine and we had sdme very
good conversations, but we never really shared the program. We never switched

roles and therefore never had a real need to share operative information-We
were independent teachers working in the same spaœ.

Collaboration
In order to becorne globally familiar with the contents of the study and to
look for recumng patterns, Ifirst read through the data related to the collaboration

- the daily session field notes on how the students worked and responded to the
program, the transcriptions of the meetings between the resource teacher and the
cfassroom teachers, the reflective comments, and the transcriptions of the final
interviews. No signifiant patterns were noticed on this first perusal, but a sense
developed that the most useful data relating to the collaboration were found in the
transcriptions of the meetings between the classroom teachers and me. the

reflective comments, and small segments of the field notes on the daily sessions.
The transcriptions of the final interviews were lefi for separate consideration.

The research questions became the focus to sort the data. The data were
read again and categorized under each respective research question. No clear
patterns were apparent. A difFerent paradigm was required.
The data relating to the collaboration concerns the interaction between the
collaborating teachers. These data were found mostly in the planninglsharing
meetings held between the wllaborating pairs. Other relevant data, found in daily
session notes, were reports of short 'on-the-fly' meetings. These were
categorized as 'meetings', creating a dean division between the data relating to
the collaboration and those relating to reading development.

The meeting transcripts were analyzed in two phases. The f irst phase of
analysis was open coding of the data, where codes are created as needed while
passing through the data several times. In the second phase of analysis the data
was coded specifically with preset codes identifying major characteristics of
collaboration based on the review of the literature in Chapter Two.

P ~ R oneS ~ Sinœ the first research question œntred on the relationships
which existed in the collaboration, al1 of the possible combinations among the
players in the collaboration were examined next. The players identified were the
students, the classroom teachers, the resource teacher, and others, such as the
principal. A matrix of possible relationships was developed. All of the players

could relate to memben of the four categories except for the resource teacher
who could only relate to three, as there was only one resource teacher. A four by

four matrix was developed, with one blank, as shown in figure 1. A total of nine
possible interpersonal relationships emerged. The data were then revisited using
this relationship rnatrix to provide stnicture.

Resource

RT

-no

dup

dup

dup

no - no relationship

Classroorn

CT

yes

yes

dup

dup

yes - possible relationship

Student

S

yes

yes

yes

dup

dup - duplicate category

Other

O

yes

yes

yes

yes

Figure 1

Possible C o l I ~ i v R
e
-

All of the meeting transcripts and the field notes related to daily sessions

with the students were analyzed using the rnattix- The data easily mapped into
the relationship mate. Grounded theory provided a useful tool. Open coding, the
progressive creation of a coding system, was attempted (Strauss & Corbin,
1990). At each interchange between people and at each comment about an

event, a new category was created or a past category applied. For example, the
data begin with meetings between the resource teacher and one of the three
classroom teachen, and report a series of decisions. The letter 'D' was assigned
to decisions made collaboratively and that letter placed in the RT - Cl (Resource

Teacher - Classrmm Teacher) spaœ in the matrix. Similarly the letter 'd' was
assigned to decisions announced unilaterally and not made collaborativelyFollowing the same pattern, the letten 'P'and 'p' were assigned respectively to
philosophical positions created collaboratively and those announced unilaterally.
Capital letters were used for categories supporting and lower case letters for
categories not supporting the collaboration. Tirnetable changes and other
indications of Rexibility were coded 'Csindicating cooperation which facilitated the
collaboration or 'u' wtiich would indicate not being facilitative. No codes were
created which would apply to both the reading development and the collaborationIfan event applied to both, two codes were wrte
i n.
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As a result, the codes were

designed to be separated into the two categories, collaboration and reading
development.
Usually, in grounded theory, open coding is completed without the use of a
matrix and the basic organization of the catagories takes place during subsequent
passes through the data. This is done to maintain an openness to al1 of the data,

so nuances are not lost through the researcher's preconceptions. But, these data
already have a focus, collaboration. and were gathered in settings (daily
sessions, meetings) which further divided and focussed the data. The use of an
organizational matrix merely recognizes the focus of the study and the natural
divisions in the data. The fact that there was slight crossover from one setting to
the other indicates that I did not becorne bound by the matrix.

At the end of the open coding cycle, there were codes created for five of
the nine spaœs in the relationship matrix. The resource teacher (RT) related to

the classroom teacher (CT), the students (S), and others (O); the students also
related to each other; and the classroom teachers also related to others. No data
seemed applicable to the other four categories. They were therefore elimhated
from further consideration in the data analysis. Because the codes were created
Iinearly as I proceeded through the data. the seledion of codes at the end of the
data was greater than at the beginning. This necessitated going through the data
once again in order to balance the application of the codes, to combine codes,
add to, andior further refine the coding system.
The follownig table displays al1 of the codes developed during phase one

of analysis, the open coding process. The codes that fall in the relationship
between the resource teacher and the classroom teacher, as well as the code
representing interferenœ from others. (a total of ten codes), relate to the
collaboration. Frequency counts were camecl out for al1 ten codes and those
counts plotted on a time line noting dates. The classrmm teacher's name was
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placed at the side and the dates of meetings a m s s the top. Ratios cornparing
the results of the three collaborations were developed where appropriate.

Figure 2
nes for Data OevelqOed Du nQPpen Cod
Resource Teacher
Student
RT
S
D decision made cdlaboratively
d - decision announced unilaterally
P - wlbborative philosophical decision
p - unilateral philosaphical decision
C - cooperation facilitating collaboration
u - unCooperative event or exchange
V - validating action or comment
f - information exchange
E - idea inttaduced into brainstoming

-

Classroom
Teacher
Cf

Student
S

R - 'mg' or large group session
L learning moment
FI - student flexibility, trust
w student 'weak' or regressing

Other O

int - interferenœ with collaboration

-

F -fùn in the
WuP

int

Annalysis of these results is described in Chapter Four.
Phase two. In considering the first research question, the issue of whether

or not the data could actually indicate that collaboration was taking place

surfaced-Open coding produces categories based on what is in the data and can
therefore not answer such a question because the argument is circular- To
answer this type of question, major characteristics of collaboration, as outlined in
Chapter Two, were coded and the data once again analyzed. Instances of:
planning with the partner (W), assistinglrelying on the parnier (A), trusting the
partner (l).or usinglneeding the parnier's expertise (N) were coded in the data.

The segment of the data used was the transcriptions of the meetings that took

place between the resourœ and dassrwm teachers. As the data were scanned, I

was open to further characteristics of collaboration k i n g added to the coding
system. The negations of the four categories emergeâ as additional categories.
This phase two data was treated in the same rnanner as the open coded,
phase one, data. Frequency counts Hnare camed out for al1 codes and those

counts plotted on a time Iine noting dates. Ratios wmparing the resub of the
three collaborations were developed where appropriateFinal interview transcriZ$Q,The transcripts of the final interviews were
analyzed for information applicable to each of the questions used in the interview.
The answers of the three classroom teachers were compared in order to seek out

support andlor explanation tor the differenœs amongst the three callaborations,
discovered in phases one and two described above.

The results of the student screening tasks, which were completed in
January and repeated at the end of June, were placed on a chart and

cornparisons made in order to document progress in reading development. The
Mary Clay Observation Survey (1993) results from Febniary. March. and June

were similady charted and analyred. The work samples were also evaluated for

indications of achievement gains, as were the results of the running records.
In the next chapter, the results of al1 of these analyses are used to respond

to the research questions posed in Chapter One.

Chapter Four
Analysis of the Data

In this chapter, research questions and supporting data are considered in
the order in which they were otiginally stated. The first question explored the
issue of how attitude affected collaboration and is stated more specifically as
follows: How are the observable activitieslattitudes d cbteaching teachers Iinked
to the characteristics of collaboration? That is: a) Can charactefistics of
collaboration be used to differentiate between collaborating and nonallaborating
teachers? b) What activitieslatotudes of collaborating teachers indicate that a
collaboration is taking place and can such adivitieslattiiudes be used to
differentiate between collaborating and noncdlaborating teachers?
The most important data in considering this set of questions were the
transcripts of the meetings held every cycle between the dassroom teachers and
me and the transcripts of the final intewiews. As outlined in Chapter Three, the

meeting transcripts were analyzed in two phases. The first phase of analysis was
open coding of the data, where codes are created as needed while passing

through the data several times.
In the second phase of analysis the data were coded specifically according

to major characteristics of collaboration based on the review of the literature in
Chapter Two. The categories for the codes in the second phase were set before
the coding started. The categories were: planning with a partner 0.
assisting a

partner (A), needing the expertise of a partner (N), and trusting the partner (T).
The results of the coding of these four characteristics and their negations are
displayed in the acaimpanying tables, one for each classmom teacher (the
legend explaining the codes appears on the page following the tables).

-

*

Table 1 Freqirencv of Maior Charagenstics of Collaboration in Manis ClMary's
Class

W
A

JI J I
18 21
17 12
i

1

l

/

JI

FI

FI

FI

FI

M/

M / MI M/ Total

Class

W
A

N
T
NI
/A/

IN/

/T/

- -

Table 3 Frequencv of Maior Charactenstlcs of CoIlaboration in Katherine's CI=
Katherine's JI

JI

FI

FI

FI

Mf M/ Total

Legend:

-

W planning with a partner
A assisting the partner
N - needing the expertise of the partner
T tnisting the partner
MI/,/A/,
/NI, K/ wwe used to dassify negations

-

Can characteristics of collaboration be used to difkrentiate between
collaborating and noncollaboratingteachers? Trust and needing the expertise of
the partner were selected as œntral to collaboration, as were the actions of
assisting and planning.
The first obvious differenœ in the three tables is their length. Although not

chosen as an indicator of whether or nota collaboration was taking place. it is
noteworthy that Mary and I had 11 meetings in appmximately the same time block
that f had 7 and 8 with the other two teachers. Mary had 50% to 57% more
meeting time than the othersPlannineThe first item on the list of characteristics of collaboration was
planning with a partner (W). Each instance of making a decision together or
establishing a philosophical stance together was wunted. This tally counted only
instances of collaborative planning. The tally would naturally increase with
increased meeting time. Dividing the total number of instances of planning by the
number of meetings; three ratios are created representing the rate at which

instances of collaborative planning took place per meeting in the three pairings:

Table 4

Rate of Plannina -per Meetiag
Mary's ratio:

44/11 = 4

Elizabeth'sratio:

20/8 =2.5

Katherine's ratio:

2917 = 4.14

From table 4 it is evident that M i l e dlaborative planning took place in al1 three
situations, more collabofative planning t w k place per meeting with Mary and
Katherine than with Elizabeth.
Applying the same logic to the three other characteristics of collaboration.
assisting. needing, and trusting, three ratios assodat with each of the three
teachers emerge.

Table 5
Rate of Assisting,

-N

and Trusting per Meeting

-

*

istingJ4)

N-NI

20/11 = 1.82

2811 1 = 2-55

Elizabeth

4/8 = -5

318 = ,375

Kathenne

5/7 = -71

M W

1717 = 2-43

Tnistina
24/11 = 2-18

5/8

= -625

3/7 = -43

Assistance and tnrgqjne Instances of 'assisting' were only counted if the

assistance actually toak place. Examples of 'assisting' behaviours would be
taking the other's duties, or k i n g flexible in regard to timetabling. The
collaborator would have to make an effort, or be indined to participate. Trusting
was counted if the partners statements or view were taken at face value and not
questioned.
Here a clear difference appears among the pairings. For 'assisting' and
Ymsting'. Mary's ratios are multiples larger than those of the other two teachersThe multiples range from 2.55 to 5.07. A fair statement would be that "trusting'
occurred between Mary and I an average of 4-27 times more often than in the

other two pairs. Similarly, 'assisting' happened an average of 3.1 times more
often between Mary and I than in the other two pairs.

Needina The category of 'needing' was counted when a request fw
expertise was made, or appreciation or recognition of expertise was expressed by
either collaborator in the pair. The ratios for the charaderistic 'needing', were
similar in pattern to those of 'planning'. More expressions of needing or
appreciating expertise took place per meeting with Mary and Kathenne than with
Elizabeth. The difference is more dramatic in that Mary and Katherine had an
average of 6.64 times the occurrences of 'needing'. where with 'planning' the
multiple was 1.63, but the pattern was repeated in that the ratio for Elizabeth was
notiœably lower.
Negations. Negations of characteristics a-ated

wiai coilaboration were

also tallied. The frequencies involved were not high, but these data represented
events which would not be expected to occur often, if at all. What was thought
significant was whether or not the behaviours occurred, and if sol with whom and
how often-

on of plannia The negation of planning collaboratively was
considered to be a unilateral announcement or a philosophical stance that failed
to consider or seek out the partner's view. This is something that might happen in
the best of collaborations, but in this case, the fiequency of occurrences was
analyzed. The raw numbers tell the tale. In 11 meetings 'negation of planning'

occurred 7 times w
h
ti

Mary, where in fewer meetings unilateral announcements

occurred 20 and 25 tirnes with Elizabeth and Katherine respectively. It is worthy
to note that for Elizabeth and Katherine, these numbers come close to canceling
out the instances of collaborative planning. The following table encapsulates this
thought.

Table 6
Ratios of Collaborme Ph-

to U-nl

=

MW

4417

Elizabeth

20120 =

Katherine

29/25

*

=

Plan-

6-29
1

1-f 6

-

Negation of a m s t ~ wneedi
.
n-

To receive a negation for

'assisting'. a partner would have to adually do sornething to bypass the partner's
assistance. or request that the partner not be involved. An example of rejecting
assistance is exclusion from a meeting at which planning is being camed out, or a
request to cancel a pre-arranged meeting. Negation of 'needing' would involve
rejectÎon of expertise, such as ignoring kndedgeable aimrnents, or attributing

positive results to reasons not based on expertise when expertise was obviously
involved. A negation of trust could be a refusal to share, or an outnght doubting of
the partner. These categories are each representative of powerful indicators that

something essential is lacking in the relationship.
An examination of frequency counts for these eiements shows that none of
these indicators occurred between Mary and 1. In contrast, they were al1 evident in

each of the other two relationships.
Summary. In response to the question whether characteristics of

collaboration differentiate between collaborating and non-collaboratingteachers,
findings were: (1) Good coilaborators often meet, need to exchange expertise,
and plan, (the fact that these activities take place can be used initially to screen
for collaborating pairs); (2) Assisting and tmsting are excellent indicators of a

collaborative relationship; (3) The ratio of coilaborative decisions to unilateral
decisions can be used to indicate collaborative planning as opposed to a
unilateral style of planning; and (4) The negations of assisting, needing the
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expertise of, or tmsting the parhier, are al1 indicators of major problems in the
collaborative relationship.

- ..

-1

and

des of Collabo-

Section 'b' of the first general question in regard to activities indicative of
collaboration: What activitiedattiiudes of collaborating teachers indicate that a
collaboration is taking place and can those adivities/attitudes be used to
differentiate between collaborating and noncolbborating teachers? These
questions were approadied by using phase one of the analysis of the transcn'pts
of the once per cycle meetings between the cooperating teachen and me plus
the on-the-fly meetings recorded in the field notes of the daily sessions with the

students. In phase one, the data were open coded during several passes through
the data, with no preconceived categones.
The perspective of Friend and Cook's definition of collaboration found in

Chapter Two, 'Collaboration is the style that professionals use in interacting with
othersn(Friend & Cook. 1992, p. 100) was appbd-

-

-

Communication stvla.Indications of style of interacting can be established
easily by examining the accompanying tables. A cornparison of the number of

instances of decisions being made collaboratively with those announced

u nilaterally will indicate one aspect of the 'style' of interpersonal communication.
Legend:

D - collaborative decision
P - collaborative philosophical stance
C - cooperation facilitating collaboration
V validating action or comment
I information exchange
i idea introduced into brainstorming
d - decision announced unilaterally
p - unilateral philosaphical decision
u - uncoopereüve event or exchange
int - interference with collaboration

-

Table 7
Freauencv of AdMties a d A m e s during M e e t i i l ~
with
~ MBly
Mary's
Class
D

P
C

v
I
1

d
P
U

int

Table 8

Freauencv of Activities and Attiues durina Meetina
Elizabeth's
Class

D
P

C

v
1
1

d
P

u
int

JI

FI

F/

M/

Ml

Mi

s

Mi Total

t

h

Katherine's Ji
Class
21

i2

P

In the communications between Mary and 1, there were 39 collaborative

decisions and 6 unilaterally decisions, a ratio of 3916 as shown in table 10.

Table 1O

Ratio of Collaborative

-

*

--

to Unimral De(;~sron~

MW

3916 = 6-5

Elizabeth

74/13 = 1.O8

Katherine

26/19 = 1-37

These ratios clearly demonstrate the qualitative difference in communication style
between Mary and I as compareci to my communication with the other two

teachers. The communication style involving Mary could be considered
collaborative. A preponderanœ (86%) of dedsions were made collaboratively. A
continuous exchange occurred, as indicated by the collaborative decisions k i n g

spread fairly evenly throughout the course of the study. The communication style
involving Elizabeth and Katherine was much less callaborative. Approximately
half of the decisions were made unilaterally with most of the colbborative

decisions happening in one or two meetings. In these latter two relationships. the
general style of communication was not collaborative, but uniiateralThis open coded data. created in the first phase of data analysis, under
the categories of decisions 'D' and philosophical positions 'P' and their negations

'd' and 'p'. comes close to duplicating the tallies of the characteristics of planning
'W' and its negation M I 1 done in the second phase of data analysis. The

differenœ in emphasis in the interpretation reflects the difbrence in the source.
P h i l o s o m stance. Similariy, announcing one's philosophical stance

.

unilaterally can be compared to those stances derived collaboratively producing
the following table:

Table 11

Ratio of Collaborativelv Denved to Unila&rallv Announced Philosophical Stances

M W

511 = 5

Elizabeth

617 = -86

Katherine

316 = -5

These results demonstrate even more sharply the qualitative difference between

the communication style of Mary and Il compared to my communicative style with
the other two teachers.
-ion.

Instances of cooperation are those times in which one of the

partners does sornething which facilitates the work of the other. Caoperative

events could be major, such as taking over the class so the program continues
while the partner attends to personal business; or relatively minor. such as
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picking up materials for the partnef- It is not the effort, but the thought that
counts. An uncooperative event or exchange would be anything that hampered
the work of the partner. Cornparhg the cooperative to the unCooperative events
for each of the three teachers resuits in the ratios found in the o
flwn
ig

table.

Table 12

Ratio of CoqpeLaive to Un-.ve
Mary

3210 = ++++

Elizabeth

12/7=1-71

Katherine

if1 = 1

Evenb

This table contains an infinity, cleady differentiating Mary from Elizabeth and
Katherine. The zero for uncooperative events exemplifies the quality of the

relationship between Mary and me.
Validatina c o m m e mAnother type of interpersonal exchange indicative of

a healthy relationship is the validating or supportive comment. The relationship
between Mary and I resulted in 24 supportive wrnments whereas the relationship
with Elizabeth had 6 and the relationship with Katherine, O.
Exchanae of infornion. instances of exchanging information were also
tallied. I exchanged infomation with Mary 19 times, with Elizabeth 5 tirnes and
with Katherine 21 times. Mary and Katherine rank notiœably ahead of Elizabeth.

This pattem is similar to the pattern observed in the categories of 'planning' and

'needing' us& to address section 'a' of the first question.
The results of tallying the number of ideas introduced in brainstorming
indicated a different pattern. Mary and I had zero brainstorming exchanges,
whereas 4 t h Elizabeth I had 43 brainstorming exchanges and with Katherine,
14.
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utside interferenœ. The last activity of the partis-pants that was
separated out in the open codïng was interferenœ ~ Ï t the
h collaboration by
outsiders. This interferenœ was discussed in the meetings. The conversation
was always initiated by me, but dinering responses were received from the
classroom teachers. Mary was able to support the exchange of 11 facts about
outside interference while 7 were exchanged with Elizabeth and none wh
ti
Katherine.
Surnmary, In summary, in response to the question in regard to adivities
and attitudes that indicate that a collaboration was taking place, it can be seen
that the dichotomies representing a wllaborating characteristic with its opposite

can show that a collaborative style is k i n g used. Sorne of the individual tallies
such as 'validations' were also useful. In response to whether such

activitiesfattitudes can be used to differentiate between collaborathg and
non-collaboratingteachers, the answer has to be a resounding,

Where a

measure cleariy showed collaboration was present, the cornparison to
non-collaboratingor weaker wllaborating situations was also clear.

uual Renefits R
-

to Collaboration

The questions that related to the mutual benefits of collaboration were: Are
the needs of classroom teachers and resource teachers met in collaboration?

Does collaboration, as a service delivery model, fiII the needs of students?
These two questions focus on the needs of students, classroorn teachers,
and resource teachers. Teacher wmments and statements about the progress of
the collaboration apply. Data sources for these types of cornments were the

transcripts of both of the regulariy scheduled meetings and the final interview.
Analyses focused on circumstanceswhere coilaboration was operating as it

should. Analysis of the transcripts of the meetings and final interview with Mary
follow.

Marv
The needs expressed in the initial meetings by Mary were œntred on my

filling a role in her reading program. She also expressed a need to have acœss
to my expertise in the area of reading- I had a connected need: access to the

in-class management rnethods and basic teaching techniques in Mary's
repertoireOur initial meetings dealt wÏth the operation of the program. We switched
roles every five or six sessions. so sharing/planning meetings were important for
each of us. We had to know how the work with the other group was proceeding

on both an operative level and on the level of emergent problerns-After this
exchange had become a routine, we were able to expand into other modes of
exchange. The first indication that the pmgram was affecting the progress of the
children came on February 8th. Mary indicated that the reading skill of one of the
students was transfemng into other work during the day. This thrilled both Mary
and me. This was followed by a meeting on Febniary 11th where both partners

indicated that they were 'Happy with the progress of our working togethef. And
Mary indicated that she 'liked the talk and supportu. From then on the meetings

were tess formal and more of a discussion of apptoaches to the ernerging
problems. The agenda of our meetings included both the planning of the unit

coming up in the cfass writing program, and discussions about how to approach
various student diftïculies, induding placement for next year. The published
program used with the small group reading program, €a*

Success (Au, 1996)

provided detailed lesson plans and materials. so the planning load was reduced,
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but the stniggling readers had greater difficuloes. The discussion of these ranged
to assess their performance across the curriculum.
This openness developed to the point that each of us could talk to the
other about Our weaknesses and failures. Mary mentioned a tactical error she had
made with the wrïting program. We talked of ways to rectiv the situation- The
children had ended up at different points in their writing and the program needed
to be refocused. We facilitated this new ficus by switching groups immediately.
The children expected things to be testarteci and al1 was new again.

Obviously, the needs of Mary, me, and the readinglwnting program of the
students were being filled. Mary received access to expertise; the students
received an organized, effective readinghrïting program; and Iwas able to assist

a teacher and group of students effectively. This finding was reinforced by Mary's
responses to the questions in the final interview- When asked how she was
feeling about the collaboration, she indicated that she had a 'feeling of suppoA
and was 'able to talk with and receive help from a specialistm.When asked which

aspects of the collaboration had worked for her she focuseci on the reading
program: the identification of the small group, the ongoing assessment, the
testing, and the students' ultirnate success- She also mentioned that our
switching roles often was good. Icouple this with her statement that she "leamed
thingsn,and that her working with the small group gave her a 'sense of direction".
As advantages of collaborating Mary selected 'receiving artides to read", 'having

someone knowledgeable to talk Athw,and "working together". When asked what
she had leamed, Mary responded that she had leamed 'how to workwith a small
group", and then added that she 'now knew what she could be doing in the
beginning of September w
h
ti

reading and writingwand prooeeded to Iist ideas we

had discussed in the meetings. This global statement thrilled me as Ï t confirmed
that, in this collaboration, one of my goals had been achieved.
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-th
There were no needs expressed by Elizabeth at the beginning of the
collaboration. She did express that she was glad that Iwas wming to her room
and that we could 'do things" that she couldn't do before. Isurmised that this
meant that her greatest need was 'another pair of hands".
At the first meeting Elizabeth spelled out what I would be doing in her

rom. This was not the best start in a collaboration, but patience is a virtue. The
program was laid out and my role was pre-decïded.In the seand meeting,
Elizabeth infomed me that she was already collaborating with Katherine. This
answered a few basic questions because 1 had been assigned the same role in
both classrooms.

This initial role continuecl until February 18th when there was a meeting to
restructure the program. Again. what Iwas assigned to do was the same in both
classrooms. which was basically pre-decided. The collaboration between
Elizabeth and Katherine was going well, the collaboration involving me and these

two classroom teachers had yet to begin.
I was invited to the collaboration meetings between Katherine and

Elizabeth, but there was always a problern. The meeting would be postponed, or
they would 'meet' over the telephone in the evening. There was always an
invitation given to a next meeting, made consistently by Elizabeth. The results of
the collaborative meetings between Katherine and Elizabeth were never shared
or referred to directly. However, it was obvious that the meetings focused on the

design of the program. ARer each meeting there would be changes made to the
activities in both rooms.
Elizabeth and ! did not switch roles. Although altemating mles was
discussed several times throughout the collaboration, there was always a
problem that needed to be solved before roles could be switched. The altemating
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roles that was a major feature in wllaboratîng
ht iv
u

Mary, never happened. As a

resuit, there was no pressing need to exchange infmation with Elizabeth. As a
classroom teacher, Elizabeth was interested in the progress of her students. but
ninning the program dîd not need to be discussed, details about student response
consisted of cute anecdotes, test results could be handed over rather than
belaboured. We really had nothing that we were cocreating. in short. we had little
to talk about This situation was summed up by Elizabeth in a meeting on March
8th. "You keep working wïth your group. and l'II keep wwking with mine."
In the middle of March, five consecutive sessions were missed because of
illness, music festival. and an administration day. Because the program ran every
second day, this represented two weeks of instructional tîrne for the 'at nsk'
students. The program needed to start over. The target students had regressed
to their entering level at the beginning of the program. I proposed: (1) that I corne

to the class every day for one penod rather than every other day for two periods,
and (2) that the number of students in the reading group be reduced so that they
could be seen daily. The response was 'l'Il seenwhich provided time for Elizabeth

and Kathenne to talk to each other. The program was subsequently restructured
in both classes according to rny suggestions. This was the first time that I had

been allowed to have signifiant input into the cfass program and the first time
that my ideas were used in designing the program. In the proposed changes I had

also asked to switch

roles on a regular basis, and to be allowed into the

collaboration between Katherine and Elizabeth. Assent was given by both
teachers to both requests, but neither ever happened. At the end of the study it
was evident thai the collaborative pattern of nonessential communication,
established at the beginning of the program, had continued throughout.
Were the needs of the teacher being filled in this example of a
collaboration? The implied need of having 'another pair of hands' was Clled, but
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were there other hopes and needs that Elizabeth had? In the transcript of the final
interview, Elizabeth responded to al1 of the questions in one of three different
stances. The first was that the students had benefited, the second that my k i n g
there had benefited the set-up in the room, and the third stance (as indicated in
the following

discussion) referred to her perception of what was happening in the

collaboration,
She saw the students as having learned to work better in small
independent groups, and k i n g able to tune out noise better. She realized that the
group I saw needed a lot of structure and that the leveled adivities f'or the rest of
the class differentiated the instruction. 'We offer different things to the students

and the students needed that difbrence-"
The fact that I was there made the groups smaller. My group was 'chatty"
and having another 'pair of handsasettled the class. Working with the resource
teacher required Elizabeth to have a definite tirnetable forcing her to be more

organized. There was no mention of any leaming that had happened on her part,
but the meetings were appreciated as a forum to talk about students, a time to

stop and take stock. Elizabeth recognized in the final interview that 'We hadn't
done much planning together in ternis of the program".
When asùed if she had done anything similar in the past, Elizabeth
answered "Yes."In the past there had been an 'unwanted' resource teacher who

took small groups 'like you have been doing." Collaboration , to Elizabeth. meant
that two people worked in the same space. Iwas not able to change this
perception over the course of the collaboration-When asked if she would have
any conœms if asked to collaborate again, Elizabeth said she'd 'be open to itn

and that "ifs always bettet with another person -..more organized .-.more
creative ideas ... you complement each others' skills". This enlightened statement
was not about this collaboration, but a hypothetical one in the future. About this
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collaboration Elizabeth summed up with, 'you corne and do your schtick and I do
my schtick, you know." And capped it off with, "You can't force a person to tearn

with somabody."
Student needs. Were the needs of the students filled in this collaboration?
They were insofar as students received extra help that they wouldn't have had

otherwise. But the program was restarted twice, and the collaboration did not
really add anything to the students' program. There was no improvement in what

was done because there were two people involved in the program. In fact. that

was the problem, there weren't two people involved in planning the program- I
was just 'another pair of hands' in the classroom-

Katherine
No expectations in regard to the collaboration were expressed by
Katherine. Our first two meetings were similar to those with Elizabeth. Katherine
laid out the program with Iittle consultation. Our work started with two sessions
and then three in a row were missed - we had to start again. At the meeting on

February 15th Kathenne and I had a 'good exchange" and really collaborated on
setting up the program again. The collaboration was œntred on my station
responsibility for the writing centre. A free flow of ideas took place. We each had
input into the end product- I felt that a fair start on collaborating had been made.
The next day, February 16th, the meeting between the principal and the
classroom teachers took place in which the 'problems' with the collaboration were
'discussed'. The meeting was reportecl in Chapter Three. Katherine and I had a
meeting on Febniary 22nd where we restructured the program to be 'more like
what is going on in Mary's roomn.Kathenne started this meeting by asking if the
meetings could be reduced to once per month. We did not collaborate in the
restructuring of the program. Katherine made the decisions mechanically w
h
ti
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Iittle collaborative input. Subsequently, the frequency of the meetings dropped
and their content became very specific. In one. Iasked for information about the
rest of the Language Arts prograrn in the classroom. Once that specific
information had been conveyed, nothing more happened in that meeting. In the
fast scheduled meeting before the final interview, Katherine and Idid exchange
information about students progress. but little beyond that.
It is hard to estimate if the needs of Katherine were filled through this
collaboration attempt in that she expressed no needs initially, and implied no
needs subsequently. It is possible to say that a l of her requests were fulfilled.
The same comments conœming the needs of the students that were made for
Elizabeth's class apply hem Students received extra help but the collaboration
did not really add anything to their program. How much collaboration took place in
this setting is a moot question.
In the final interview, Katherine was asked how she felt about the
collaboration and she responded the student's needs were met, but the programs
ran themselves. This answer set the tone for the interview. As mentioned in

Chapter Three, Katherine had been a substitute resource teacher for six weeks
the previous year. She had definite views on the role of the resource teacher and
those views had not been altered though the collaboration. 'Recognition of the
needs in the classroom" was an aspect that worked for Katherine, she reported
that 'resource [had] a very good handle on the leamers in the classroom" (final
interview) and 'resource expertise

[wwapplied directly to the students."

What did Katherine leam? 'That there are supports that we can get from
resource in a new way." This reftects her agenda conœming the role of the
resource teacher, not anything specifically to do with collaboration. She did make
comments relating directly to the students. She thought that the 'double dose of a
reading prograrn helped the kidswand complemented my teaching, "1 saw what
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you did and saw the students responding. They started to move." She refend to
the collaboration as 'the best use of raaource time [she'd] seen in a long time."
Some of her comments related to the fact that I was there. k i n g there 'took
those leamers who absorb a lot of time, [and freed up] the teacher." She thought
that an advantage of collaborating was that the resource teacher was more
visible, connecteci to the leamers, and more able to help the students and
teachers.
Kathenne complained consistently throughout the interview that she did
not want to give up her preps, that time was the major problem, that release time
was necessary, that the meetings were one more thing on top of everything else.

This set of comments may be linked to her staternent that she 'leamed nothing
from the meetings, we needed to touch base, but the program fan itseIffW
She saw

no need to cocreate anything, had not in fact seen herself as engaged in any
co-creation in the collaboration and did not see collaboration as part of what was
being attempted. Implied in Katherine's responses in the final interview was a

need that was filled. The students did receive the extra assistance that she had
wanted.

Summanr
It is evident that the needs of classrmm teachers and resource teachers

can be met through a collaboration, but that the degree to which those needs are
met seems linked to teacher expectations and the nature of the collaboration.
Similarly the needs of students can be met, and the nature of the coilaboration

seems to affect the meeting of those needs.

The third and final question addressed student achievement: What

successes were expeflenced by the low-achieving target students in the
collaboration?

From my field notes of the daily sessions held with the students 1 was
ascertaineci that they: (1) were presented with a program, (2) completed the

activities, (3) often had a good time, and to a varying extent (4) made progress in
ternis of reading development. The successes that were recorded in these data

were of a qualitative nature. They

be used later to discuss these students

individually as short case studiesThe general picture of success in the reading program is best realized
through an analysis of the Mary Clay (1993) test results. The tests were

administered to al1 of the focus students near the beginning of the collaboration in
February, at the end of the fonnal study in March, and yet again in June. These

results are show in the accompanying table.
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Three sets of noms are available for application to data from the survey,
two sets from Clay's research in New Zealand in 1978 and in 1986, and more

recently, a set cornpleted in Ohio in 1990-91. This third set was used to interpret
the results in the above table. A cumry look at the table indicates that emergent

literacy behaviours did improve over the course of the study and continued to
improve over the rernainder of the year. It should be pointed out that although the
formal collaboration had been aimpleted at the end of March, the work with the
students continued until the end of June, which is the end of the school year. The
test scores and stanines were averaged acmss the group of foais students to
give a picture of average reading progress. As c m be seen, the average
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performance increased over time as s h m by the stanines. It is not unusual for a
group of students at any grade level to improve as the year progresses. It is
normal and expected to happen. What is of note in this instance is that al1 of the
average stanines on February 9th were in the 'below expectations' area (stanines

1,2,3),
and by June 15th. three of the averages of stanine scores had moved into
the 'expected average student performance' area (stanines 4'5.6) and the other
two averages had irnproved. Following are comments on each of the focus
students (pseudonyms are used).

ase Studies

Cam. Cam was selected by Katherine as a focus student on the basis of
his screening test perfonance (tasks appended). He did not know how to write

most of the numbers 1 - 10, wuld not discriminate or produœ rhymes, could not
isolate initial sounds in words, could not use onsetMyme in a game setting, did
not know any sounds a-ated

with consonants, did read one word on a list of

beginning words and could not spell any of the 10 basic words in that screening
task. His orientation to a book was acceptable. He knew how to orient a book for
reading and how reading proceeds, front to back, left to right. He was unable to

count the words on a page of text, and was unable to point to a word on a page,
once the page had been read to him. His reading of a heavily pattemed emergent
level book was interesting in that he produced a pattern connected with the
pictures but unrelated to the text. He was at a pre-emergent stage in reading and
was a child with F.A.S. (fetal alcohol syndrome). This last fact had been revealed

to us by the mother just after he was selected as a focus student. This was
wnsidered an extreme circumstance, but he was retained in the study.
Cam's work samples show a slow, but steady improvement in the
steadiness of his hand during printing. By the end of March he was able to pnnt

mostly on the line and able to fonn lettem consistently given a modef. His
'running records* (Clay, 1976) show a constant stniggle with focus on print. Cam
could correctly 'read' a basic word, such as 'the' on one page and not know the
same word on the ne& page. He did leam about word boundaries in text. but in

reading a book he relied heavily on memory, picture support. and his own
language. In the reading sessions he was often 'loud. resisted reading - [said] 'f
don? like this' - but cooperated' (Field Notes. Feb 23).This was his pattern

almost daily. Comments such as, 'wanted to finish and get on" (Feb 24). 'glad to
move on" (Mar 8), and "dives into the task" (Mar 10) indicate his typical stance as

a leamer. He had no time to focus on anything except the next thing. Progress
was represented totally by moving to the next task. He developed a small sight

word vocabulary, but this set of information could be set aside when reading.
Over the course of the study he made only minimal progress. The degree to
which his problems interfered is a moot question. He moved to another school in
late March,
Mike. Mike was also a focus student selected by Katherine. His screening
test scores indicated problems (zero scores) in the areas of discrimination and
production of rhymes, isolation of initial consonants, and use of onsetlrhyme in a
game setting. He spelled one basic word correctly and could read three beginning
words. He could identify seven consonant sounds when presented with the

letten. His orientation to print was acceptable and he was able to read a
pattemed emergent book. These results were confirmed and expanded with
findings from the Mary Clay Observation Survey (Clay, 1993)- Mike fell below the
fourth stanine in letter identlcation, reading words from a k t , writing vocabulary,

and hearing sounds in pnnt.

His work samples show a student capable of properly foming letters given
a model. His running records show a reader relying on pidure cues initially, but
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becoming competent in reading the course materials over tirne. Mike was a very

cooperative student The word 'amperative' appears in most of the field note
cornments on the daily sessions. Typical is, 'read independently, very cooperative
with the activities, seems to be interested and wanting to please, warùed hard at
pnnting" (Feb 24). At the end of the June, Mike was able to read al1of the Eady
Success (Au, 1996) reading program books covered in the sessions with and

without picture support, and able to read al1 of the sight words associateci
each book. His scores on the screening tasks indicated an improvement in all

areas at the end of June. He was even able to print a sentence given a picture. At
year-end he showed similar improvement in the Mary Clay Observation Survey
(Clay, 1993) test results. All of his year end scores were at or above the fourth

stanine. Mike made wlid progress over the course of the study and continued to
do so until the end of the year.
Jim- Jim's screening test results causeci Katherine to select him as one of
the focus students.

He was unable to discriminate

or produœ rhymes. could not

isolate initial consonants or use onsetlrhyme in a game setting. He could not spell
any of the ten words presented in that screening task, nor cuuld he read any of
the beginning words. He did give a sound for one consonant letter and had

acceptable orientation to a book for reading. His word boundanes in print were
not in place and he refused to atternpt to read the emergent level pattemed book.

In the spelling test he was unable to ew
tir

any of the numbers (students were

asked to print the numbers one to ten at the side of the page). These results were
duplicated in the Mary Clay Obsenration Survey. He scored in the first stanine in
al1 areas. His work samples revealed a student who had fine motor problems. He

could only roughly follow a Iine when pnnting and without a mode1 his letter
formation was painful-With a model, the letters could be identified, but were
immature and shaky in fonn. This pattern was not variable and remained the
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same throughout the study. His wnning mords indicated a heavy relianœ on
rnemory. The records of the current book would usually be perfect, but
performance with past books revealed problems.
Jim became withdrawn and ultimately refwed to take part in the group
activities. He was instmcted individually and even with that support, completely
refused to engage in reading by the end of the program. This was tnie even for
the beginning program materials, or altemate materials at the same level. His
closing down was related not just to reading, but also in the classroom in general,
not only with me, but also with the ciassroom teacher, a teacher aide, and to a

lesser extent, w
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his mother. Comments about daily sessions in my field notes,

reflect his growing reluctance. Typical were, "was avoiding tasks and reluctant,
when confronted with a task he did it, almost started to cry when asked to pflnt.
had great problems rnaking a 'd', I led him through several' (Feb 24)' 'he didn't

like the lack of pictures and seemed to regard [the exclusion of illustrations] as a
trick or some kind of punishment" (Mar 8), and 'very reluctant, lay on his work,

never volunteering, sour and depressed and tired" (Mar 12).As a result there is
lirnited end of the year data for Jirn. The end of study (March) observation survey
results do not move him out of the first stanine. Jirn did complete the end of year
survey test tasks with a teacher aide. He could identify nine consonant sounds
and could discriminate and produce rhyrnes. He could also isolate initial sounds
of words. Jirn made little progress throughout the collaboration.

Shelll~
Shelly had by far the lowest screening test results in Mary's room.
Her selection was obvious. She had a score of zero in both categories of
rhyming, isolating initial sounds, use of onsetlrhyme, supplying sounds for
consonant letters and spelling. She did read two words from the Iist of basic
words. Her orientation to reading a book was poor and she could neither count
the words on a page nor point to a specific word once the page had been read to
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her. She did hear the pattern in the emergent book and used the picture cues

properly. She was pointing to the w r d s in the wrong order, but did obviously
understand that the print tepresented the Mxds. She could not print the numbers
one to ten for the spelling test These results were repeated on the Mary Clay
Observation Survey. All of her scores were in the first stanïne. The work samples
showed an immature hand operating the pend. Letter formation was dificuit and
following the line and size wwe issues. This pattern did not change throughout
the study. When reading current material Shelly would have few difficulties. She
was relying heavily on memory and picture aies. When reading past material she
had problems with accuracy, but would remember the story and doggedly
produce a new version of the story line. The field notes on the daily sessions

revealed a shy, cautious student who grew personally over the course of the
program. She was described as. 'shy, unsure of self' (Jan 21). and then as
"much more confident and proud of it" (Feb 2) a week later-The following week
she "did very well ... took some risks with giving an answer to a question asked
only to her" (Feb 9) and 'quiet as usual, gave a perfect reading" (Feb 11)- But
then a few days tater, "showing lack of confidence with material she was
confident of before" (Feb 15). This was the beginning of problems for Shelly.
March 3rd is typical, "a bit wmed that it is a new story, when it was read for the

first time she paid good attention". She was however, developing interpersonal
skills. She engaged in games which she did Iittie of bebre, she was 'slow to

comprehend the game, ... when she understood she was nght in there" (Mar 10)Her relationships with p e r s were changing. 'she [was] starting to relate better to

peers, she [was] more outgohg and occasionaliy feek she [had] something to

sa4 (Mar 16). At the end of the year Shelly was only able to read current matefial
and the earliest of the stones. the ones she had had the most exposure to and
had memonzed. For those stories she awld read the text without picture support
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and could read the sight wrds- With material that was not current she was not
able to read the book or the sight words. The scores for both the obsewation

sunrey and the saeaning tasks were not improved to a level which would remove
concem for her development Shelly did not respond to the reading program as
we had hoped, but her personal development was gratifying.
hm No screening tasks results were available for Lamy because of

absence. He was chosen to be a focus student of the basis of his ciassroom work
as cornpared to his peers. The results of the observation survey confimed Mary's
choice. His reading of words was in the first stanine and the scores for letter
identification, M i n g vocabulary. and heanng sounds in words were al1 in the
second stanine. His highest score, in 'concepts about print', was in the third
stanine. All of these scores were at levels indicating conœm. Work sarnples
collected during the sessions show a student with well developed fine rnotor
skills. His work was well organized on the page and he cared about the quality of
product he produceci-This was tnie with or without a model to copy. The ninning
records of his reading of the Early Success (Au, 1996) reading program stories
indicated great care and accuracy. Few errors were apparent - he usually gave a
completely accurate reading of the text. He was a delight to have in the sessions
as indicated by the comments in my field notes refemng to the daily sessions.
Such statements as "wants to please, enthusiastic and fast, answers for others"

(Jan 21) are typical. In June. Larry was able to read all of the Eady Success (Au,
1996) reading program books that had k e n worked with in the sessions, both

with and without picture support, and he was able to read all sight words

associated with each story. Within the confines of the program, his progress was
steady. At the end of the year, the results of the observation sunrey indicated that
his letter identificationwas in the ninth stanine, his written vocabulary in the
eighth, heanng sounds in words in the sixth, and concepts about print and
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reading of words in the fourth and third res-vely.

Ail of his scores exœpt

reading of words had moved out of the 'conœm' area. His response to the
reading program was excellent.
G m r e Elizabeth chose George as a focus student in her dassroom
based on his screening test results. He was unable to distinguish or produœ
rhymes, or to use onsetlrhyme in a game setting, but he could isolate initial
consonants and knew al1 but one consonant sound associated with a letter. He
read half of the beginning words on the list of ten and was able to spell two words
dictated in the spelling task. His orientation to a book for reading was acceptaMe
and he read the pattemed text He had cleariy started on the road to literacy. On
the Mary Clay Observation Sunrey (Clay, 1993). George aced the letter
identification, and scored in the fourth stanine on the concepts about prht
section. He was able to read five of the ten list words on the word recognition test
and wrote twelve words on his own in the writing vocabulary test Both of those
scores were in the second stanine. He did slightly better (third stanine) in hearing
sounds in words. Again, some skilk were in place and indications of good
beginnings in othen. George's work samples show a student with wild printing
without a model. The print traveled off and across lines, spaces were randorn.
spelling was phonetic which revealed some application of learning. Given a
model, however, his printing improved dramatically. Lines are followed and
spacing was proper. His mnning records indicated a conscientious student trying
hard to please by k i n g perfect. This perfection faltered when confronted with
past stories. He relied heavily on memory and would look away from the print to

remember a word. His relianœ on pnnt did increase as the study progressed. He
was very kind to his peers at al1 times. A good example is in a comment on
February 11th, 'he is a kind soul, he got an eraser for a friend across the room,
this really took him out of his way". Another characteristic was that he did not
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tolerate change very well. This was sometimes very obvious, "Riitially
apprehensive, as soon as a book was put on the table, [said] '1 can't do this, I
hate reading', wanted to read ahead. aioperatedg(Feb 23).At year end, George
was able to read al1 of the Eariy Success (Au, 1996) reading program books that
he had covered, wÏth and without picture support He was also able to read al1 of

the sight words associated with each book- He raised al1 of his observation
survey scores to the fourth stanine or higher, and increased al1 of his screening
test task scores to ceiling levei. He did well in reading throughout the
collaborationSue- Sue's relatively low scores on the screening tasks caused Elizabeth
to recommend her as a foais student. She was unable to rhyrne or use
onseUrhyme in a game setting. She did spell one word correctly and wuld read
two words on the list of beginning words. She knew nine of the eighteen
consonant sounds when she was shown a letter. Her orientation to a book was
acceptable and she read the pattemed emergent book with no problems. She
perfomed sirnilady on the Mary Clay Observation Survey (Clay, 1993). Her

strength was in heanng sounds in words. She ranked in the fourth stanine on this
task. In her work samples, ill-formed letten floated above lines and spaœs were
forgotten. This pattem improved when she had a model and over tirne. Her
running records revealed a careful mader. wncemeâ with accuracy. At the end of

the year Sue was able to read al1 of the books in the Earfy Success (Au, 1996)
reading program that had been covered in the sessions, with no more than one
error per book. She was also able to read all of the sight words associated with
the books. The observation survey revealed that she still had three letters she
could not consistently identify, and that her sight worâ vocabulary was still very
small. The Iist of words that she could uwite on her own had grown and she
reached the sixth stanine in that area. She wntinued to do well in hearing sounds
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in words. The majority of the stanines wre still in an unacceptable range, and

only one, writing vocabulary, had moved greatly. Sue was still at an eariy stage in
reading development. ln the course of the collaboration Sue improved somewhat,
but had not made expected progress.
&Il. Jill had little trouble with rhyming, but had diffiarlties isolating initial

sounds in words- She also could not reaâ or spell any of the selected words, On
the other hand, she was able to use onseürhyme in a game setting and knew five
consonant sounds when presented with the appropriate letters- Her orientation to
reading a book was acceptable. but she could not read the pattemed, ernergent
ievel seledion- She also had dinicuities with word boundaries in print. She could
not point to a word once the page had been read to her, and she could not count

the words on a page. Except for hearing sounds in words where she reached the
fourth stanine, her scores in the Mary Clay Observation Survey (Clay, 1993) were
al1 in the first stanine. Few work samples were collected from JiII because of
absences. Those collected reveal scattered letters on the page at the beginning
of the collaboration and an improvement in penmanship towards the end.
Running records indicated continued problems with accuracy. The comments in
rny field notes about the daily sessions reveal a varied picture. I first worked

directly with Jill on Febniary 15th where she was describeci as, 'very low in her

skill levels ... her rough copy was actually better than the final copy she was
producing. She neaded organizational support and assistance reading what she
had produced." Later in the program she seemed to be doing very well. 'wanted

to go fast today. did al1 of the work ahead of the others" (Feb 24), and "did her job
and did good work. she cwld read the story summary well and got a good start
on the new book" (Mar 5)- She was able to read al1 of the books in the Eady

Success (Au, 1996) reading program that had been worked with in the sessions,
at the end of the year, but only with picture support. Wthout picture support she

made several errors per book. This was not considered an acceptable level of
performance. She also had diffiaiities wïth the sigM words a s d a t e d with each
book. At the end of the year she was able to raise her concepts about print score

to the fifth stanine, but her hearing sounds in words score fell to the seand
stanine. This varied performance leaves most of the indicators of progress in an

unacceptable range. Jill did not experienœ the success that we had hoped for in
this program-

SummamThere is no discernible pattern linking the level of success
experienced by the students and the dassrooms. The students experiencing a
high level of success are spread over al1 of the classes. as are those not making

expected progress. Mike, Lany, and George al1 made goad, solid progress, where

Cam, Jim. Shelly, Sue, and Jill did rot. All three classes are represented in both

Table 14
Averaqe Chan

Clav Observation Survev (1s3) Results (in staninesl
high level of success

Katherine's C l a a
Cam
Mike
J im

Mary's Class
Shelly
La

rv

IGeorge
Sue
Jill

not making expected progress

The varied conditions that the students brought to the learning situation wwe

more significant than any differenœs in the leaming settings.
The generalizations which may be drawn from this data focus mostly on
the collaboration that this research project represented. Findings and condusions

are surnrnarized, and suggestions for further research, the mle of the resource
teacher, and implications for instruction are presented in the following chapter.

Chapter Five
Summary of Findings and Conclusions

This chapter presents a summary and discussion of findings, as well as
conclusions that can be drawn from the study- The changing role of the resource
teacher, and instructional implications in the area of collaboration, together with
suggestions for further research are also proposad. The first set of findings centre
on collaboration and focus on: characteristics of collaboration, activities and

attitudes that are representative of wllaboration, and mutual benefits. The
second set of findings relate to student achievement-

. -

Charactenstics of C o m r a tion. The characteristics of collaboration
delineated in the literature review and confirmed in the study can be used to
differentiate between collaborating and nonoollaboratingteachers.
Findings suggest that:
Good collaborators often meet. exchange expertise, and plan.
Excellent indicators of a collaborative relationship are assisting and trusting .
The ratio of instances of collaborative wmpared to unilateral planning can be

used to indicate the degree of collaboration presentlndicators that there are major problems in a collaborative relationship include
negations of: needing the assistance, trust, or expertise of a partner-

Activities and A W e s of CoWrators. A number of activities and
attitudes exhibited by collaborating teachers indicate when collaboration is taking

place- These activities and attitudes can also be used to ditferentiate between
collaborating and non-collaborating teachersDichotomies cornpanng a collaborating characteristic with its opposite can
show that a collaborative style is present.
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These dichotomies are easily expressed as ratios (for ewmple, frequency of
events shown
ig

cooperation compared to those showing lack of cooperation).

(These ratios sort collaborations along a continuum.)
The ratio of collaborative decisions to unilateral decisions can also be used as

evidence of collaborative planning.
Ratios for cooperationlnoncooperation and collaborativelylunilaterally derived
decisions are good indicators of collaboration.
Lack of release time for planning was a banler to effective collaboration.
Individual tallies of characteristics of collaboration, such as validations,
frequency of exchange of information, and the use of the partner as a
confidant, also differentiate among collaborative relationships.
Where a measure clearly showed collaboration was present, it also
differentiated along a continuum through weaker collaborating to
non-collaborating situationsMutual Renefits Relafed to Camion. There were two issues related to
this question; one, whether the needs of classroom teachers and resourœ

teachers were met in collaboration and, two, whether collaboration, as a serviœ
delivery model, fulfills the needs of students.
It is evident that the needs of classroom teachers and resource teachers can
be met through collaborative activitiesThe degree to which these needs are met seemed linked to teacher

expectations and the nature of the collaboration- .
Moving resource assistance into the classroom and having the resource and
classroom teachers collaborate eliminated the transfer of leaming,
stigmatization, and communication problems inherent in pullout serviœ
delivery.

The needs of students can be met through a resourceldassroom teacher
collaboration
The relationship made the aillaboration between Mary and me work. We
had a fundamental respect for each other that was based on past work. We had

the experience of working together successfully the previous year. and so
expected that we would work together again. We approached each other as

equals with few preconceptions of how the collaboration was going to wwk, just
the knowledge that it would. We shared Our expertise openly. exchanged
information, validated each other. assisted and supported each other, planned
together, celebrated together, and occasionally wondered why things happened

as they did. Our friendship grew. We became each othefs confidant. Our wwk
sprang out of Our relationship and our relationship grew in our work. We
collaboratedtudent Achievement. The third major facet of working collaboratively in
schools related to student achievement. The essential question was, what

successes were experienced by the low-achieving target students in the
collaboration. Findings indicated that:
The general success of the reading program is evaluated best by exarnining
the Mary Clay (1993) test results: as show by the stanines, average
performance increased over time.
There was no discemible pattern linking the level of success experienced by

the students to classroom placementMike. Larry, and George al1 made good. solid progress. where Cam, Jim,

Shelly, Sue, and Jill did not. All three classes are represented in both high and
low achievement gnwpings.
Students were presented wïth a program, completed the adivities, often had a
good time, and made progress in ternis of reading development.
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The vaned entering behaviours that students brought to the leaming situation
appeared to be more significant to leaming outcornes than differenœs in
settings, although one wonders ifresults could not have k e n different had the
low achieving students al1 received sustained small group instruction.

'[Consider] Hargraves' (1994) assertion t hat

Yhere is no such thing as 'ml'or 'true'
collaboration or wllegiality. There are only
different foms of collaboration and collegiality
that have différent consequences and serve
diierent purposas' (p. 189)" (Trent, 1998, p.
S i 1).

This perspective on collaboration assumes that some type of collaboration

has taken place that included activities focusing on a mutual purpose with a
definite outcorne. It does not assume that the participants were attempting to
collaborate, but merely recognizes that there are a myriad of foms of working
together that could be labeled collaboration- The data collected in this study,
when applied to the research questions, reveal three different collaborative
situations. The following discussion approaches those situations in the spirit of
the above perspective and, as indicators of collaboration, focuses on: the number
of meetings, working together, relationships, exchange of information, ideas in

brainstorming, assisting and twsting, validating. being a confidant. cooperation,
and negations of characteristics of collaboration.
Number of m

It was noted in Chapter Four that there was a

difference in the number of meetings between each of the three cooperating
teachers and me. This number was in the control of the participants. When

meetings were canceled because of illness, tirnetable conflicts, or other reasons,

and were not rescheduled. there was a reason -the participants chose not to

reschedule. That reason reflected the usefulness of the meetings and the attitude
of both collaborators to the meetings. Meetings that were not scheduled and
happened 'on the fly' reflected the same considerations. Those extra meetings
indicated a need to communkate, a need that could not wait for the next
scheduled meeting.
rking&gether. In relation to working together, two of the selected
characteristics of collaboration were planning together and needing expertise.
Expertise and planning are fundamental to acmmplishing the work of a teacher in

a ciassroom. Mary and Katherine's collaboration with me contained far more
planning and exchanging (needing) of expertise than Elizabeth's. In Mary and
Katherine's cases. the expertise of the classrmm or resourœ teacher was
requested or recognized, whereas in the case of Elizabeth it was not. The
conversations held between Elizabeth and me did not include much planning or
exchange of expertise. Confining this, Elizabeth stated that 'We haven't done
much planning together in ternis of the program".

Exchange of information. The rate of exchange of information betwean the

collaboraton duplicates the pattern of 'planning' and 'needing expertiseJ.
Katherine and Mary exchanged more infonnation with me than Elizabeth, by far.
This is another category Iinked to 'doing the job', and linked with work- Mary and I
had a vested interest in receiving the information from their partner. We needed

the information in order to swîtchroles- Katherine and I had no such interestBecause we were not anreating anything, we had no mal need to exchange
information, except that Katherine wanted the updated informa3on about the
pmgress of the students, and wanted to supply similar information to me about
the students' performance in the rest of the class program. Since fonnal meetings

were the only time that Kathefine and I met. al1 of that communication twk place
in this formal settingIdeas in braiOStQrmine

An analysis of the category 'ideas pmsented in

brainstorming' forms a reversal of many of the previously found patterns.
Frequency counts for Elizabeth were far ahead of the tallies for others in this
category. This had nothing to do with collaborating. It was merely a difference in
style of communication. Elizabeth's meetings with me were mostly freeolw
fnig

discussions which covered many topics and ideas. Exchanges of information
about the focus students was accomplished quickly. Very little cdiaborative
planning was camed out.
Assisting and tnigtjne Another analytic category involved characteristics of
assisting and trusting- The pattern showing incidents of assisting and trusting per
meeting between Mary and me far outstripped the number of instances between
either Katherine and me or Elizabeth and me- These characteristics are central to
the relationship btween collaborators Effort is required to assist someone- One

must be at least interested in the welfare of the other collaborator. Ifone is going
to CO-createwith a partner, one has to be able to open oneself to the other and

share thoughts and ideas in a safe environment. One has to be able to trust.
Validating, In an examination of the data produced during phase one of the
analysis in which repeated searches through the data were made using open

coding, the tally of 'validating' incidents again demonstrates the quality of the
relationship between Mary and me. With Mary there were 24 incidents, with
Elizabeth there were six , M i l e with Katherine there w r e not any. This level of
mutual support was typical of the interchanges between Mary and me. The
'conversational' meetings between Elizabeth and me produced a few validating
incidents, representative of a poslive relationship. The often terse exchanges
with Katherine producd none. The presence of validating events is a good

indicator of a positive relationship between collaborators, indicating interpersonal
support and respect-

Confidants. Whether or not the collaborating pair interact as confidants,
and whether or not they gossip, indicates a level of dosenes and trust. Mary and
I could talk about the principal's interferenœ with the project. Such conversations

never took place between the other two cooperating teachers and me.
Coomration. The ratio of cooperative compared to uncooperative events
indicates the dramatic differenœs among the collaborations. Very low ratios for
cooperation were found between Katherine and me and between Elizabeth and
me. On the other hand, there were zero instanœs of uncooperative behaviour
between Mary and me. The lad< of 'uncooperative' events in the collaboration
between Mary and me is typical of the quality of our relationship. It is significant
that the 'uncooperative' instanœs exist. Uncooperative instances are relationship
destroyers. When a peer with whom you are supposedly collaborating fails to
offer basic cooperation, the relationship is negatively afiected. Trust, if

established, is easily shaken-ions.

We must also consider the other negations of the selecied

charactenstics of collaboration. The rate at which negations of characteristics
central to relationships happen (such as needing expertise, or rendering

assistance) is not so significant as the fact that these negations do happen. For
example, telling a person once that you really don't like them could take years of
showing the opposite to undo, if indeed the relationship can ever be truly
re-established. Negations in interpersonal relationships are very powerful. To
negate assistance or the sharing of expertise, a partner would have to reject
assistance. To negate trust a partner had to indicate lack of trust. These
negations are al1 very powerful relationship destroyers. The very presence of
these negations is devastating to prospects for collaboration.
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Lack of recognition for positive actions, such as effort, is somewhat less

.

devastating but shakes confidence in the relationship- Lack of recognition raises
a cautionary flag that nihibits further openness. Anticollaboration events occurred
three times more often with Katherine and Elizabeth than with Mary.
The occurrence of a unilateral announœment is not devastating to the
interpersonal relationship, but the frequency of such occurrences raises a
qualitative difference. While the ratio of instances of collaborative planning to
unilateral decisions or positions may be an indicator of communication style. a
person who wnsistently and unilaterally announœs that his or her wishes are

final and non-negotiable wuld never enter into a collaborative relationship. There
must be a change in communication style firstContinuum. The ratios developed in this study place collaboration on a
continuum. The question is whether this is a valid device for judging the success

of a collaboration. One is either colbborating or not. At the extremes ratios are
good indicators of the presenœ or absence of collaboration. but a problem when
the index falls in middle. Is there a level at which collaboration is occumng and

below which it is not? As with al1 situations involving humans. there is no instant
answer to such musings. The total picture must be examined and a global
determination made. There are also degrees of collaboration which must be
recognized. A pair can set aside differenœs to accomplish a job- A problem or
assignment could capture the interest or imagination of a gmup and result in a
collaboration. but when the job is finished. the relationship might end.
tinw and interviews. Reading and reflecting upon the transcripts of the
tapes of the meetings and final interviews, the differenœs between and arnong
the collaborations are clear. As with the first and second phases of data analysis.
(the open coded procedures and the coding of the data with set codes). the
collaboration with Mary stands head and shoulders above that with the others.
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The first notable fact is the absenœ of a stated or implied need either by

Katherine or Elizabeth. Only rny surrnising, or refî-ng

back from the final

interview, created needs for Katherine or ElizabethThe lack of release time for planning made meetings 'just one more thing

on top o f everything else'- Both Katherine and Elizabeth mentioned time as a

Iimiting factor. This made meeting an obligation and the time was given
begrudgingly. The same two teachers regarded me as 'just another set of hands'.
This stance set roles and attitudes in place that proved impossible to overwme
given the short duration of the study.
Another notable differenœ distinguishing the collaboration with Mary from
the collaboration with Kathenne or Elizabeth lies in the rnany broken promises

and invitations given by the latter two teachers to include me in the planning of
the program and in switching

roles. The exclusion actually started in the initial

meetings between me and both Kathenne and Elizabeth. There was no
exploration of possibilities, no negotiation of roles. no analysis of what expertise
each brÏngs, no analysis of the situation or problem. From the perspective of each
of these teachers, no collaboration was needed as the decisions were al1 made

-

I only needed to fit in.

This pattern was repeated when Kaaierine and Elizabeth discovered that
what was going on in Mary's room was more to their liking. Rather than tnily
opening things up, they once again dedded what was to happen and dictateci
how I would 'fit in'. The third time that the program restarted was when I asked to

have the srnall group sessions every day rather than every second day. Even in
this instance, the interchangewas limited to the nuts and bolts of making the
timetable work. That was the extent of the collaboration. The cooperating
teachers and Iwent back to 'doing our own thing'. Programming did not change.

From this, it is obvious that having the availability of a collaborating partner
with the goal of increasing engaged time on task for low-achievers does not mean

that collaboration

occur, or that once started, will continue- Frorn these two

collaborations it is also dear that given time constraints, establishing a
collaborative relationship is difficult. An established relationship is a good
beginning, but I had a good relationshiph
w
ti

Elizabeth and not much colhborating

happened there. Perhaps the reverse is more tnie. The presence of a poor

relationship rnakes collaboration very difkultachievement. It would be very gratifying to be able to say
categorically that the progress of the focus students was due to some aspect of
the collaboration, but that was neither the nature nor the purpose of the study.
Less than haif of the focus students made good progress and the rest did
not. On the average, the focus students progressed well, but this 'average' was
not evenly distributed. Each collaboration had some students who progress well.

and some who did not. This is neither surprising nor unexpected, considering the
myriad of difficulties and leaming problems that the students brought to the
situation. With the short duration of the study and the low number of focus
students, it is grativing that progress was recorded. Perhaps the teachers in this
study had a developmental view that students in their classmm would leam to
read when they were ready. They seemed to lack a sense of urgency about
teaching students to read in grade one.
Had this study been longer, the higher level of organization, closer
communication, and more relaxad, fun-oriented atmosphere of the collaboration
with Mary rnay have shown itself to be superïor. Such conjecture is self serving.

but it is fair to say that the study, as constituted, would have difiïculty shom'ng the
superiority of one collaboration over another because of the low numbers of
students, and the limited duration.
1O7

mapr and Co-iong
This stirdy, Wnhin the context of this present study. there were several
elements that prevented effective collaboration. The lack of release tirne for
planning made meeting an extra obligation and negative attitudes easily formed.
Classrmm teachers regarding me as 'just another set of hands' created roles and
attitudes that proved impossible to overcome given the short duration of the
study. Other factors included the negation of trust required to co-cmte. If a
collaborator indicates that i h e cannot trust, or distrusts a partner. the prospect of
having both partners share and unabashedly m a t e with pride, are graatly
reduced ifnot eliminated. Other indicators in this category were refusing
assistance, and refusing or belittling expertise. These 'slaps in the face' c m sting
for a long time. Once bumed by such treatrnent. a collaborator wi-Ilnot trust, and
not easily offer assistance or expertise.
The quantity and quality of the communication in meetings was an
excellent indicator of the quality of the three collaborations. Measuring these was
difficult until ratios were calculated. The ratios wmpared the qualities necessary
for collaboration with their opposites, and therefore sewed to delineate the
presence or absence of collaboration. The quality and quantity of communication
consistently sorted the success of the three collaborations.
The quantity of work accomplished was not associated with the quality of
the collaboration. but when several sets of ratios related to 'doing the job' were
CO mpared, they consistently indicated patterns in the three collaborations.

Planning together, using each other's expertise, and the rate of information
exchange are examples.
h
ti
The presenœ of several desirable qualities was associateci w

the best

collaboration in this study. Assisting a partner. expressing trust, and validating or

praising a partnefs work or ideas al1 Ïndicated that the relationship was healthy
and the collaboration had a sdid base from which to operate.
Collaborations- Collaborations in generai can be analyzed and wmpared
by using frequency wunts of the characteristics of collaborations identified

through a literature search. An alternative method of analysis is through open
coding which is easily camed out if a matrix or framewurk is established into
which to place the codes as they are created. As pointed out in Chapter Three, in
grounded theory, open coding is usually completed without the use of a matrix
and the basic organization of the categorks takes place through repeated
searches through the data. In this study. the use of an organizational matrix was
an efficient shortat, moving directly to the focus of the study, and delineating al1

of the collaborative relationships possible-

Once the coding of the selected characteristics or the open coding using a
matrÏx, was completed. a frequency count of the various codes was possible,
allowing the companson of desirable qualities from one collaboration to another.
Where possible, the use of ratios comparing the frequency of a desirable quality

to the occurrence of its opposite produces data that represent the qualitative
differences among the collaborations. Such ratios sort collaborations along a

continuum. This approach to data analysis serves as a model for future research.

Communication between resource teachers and classroom teaching staff

is imperative if low-achievïng students are to grow and make gains. The
communication may be of a very insignificant nature, such as an occasional
conversation or comment in the hall. or may be a major collaboration, such as an
ongoing cocreation of programs. Regardless the level of involvement, the
interaction must involve communication about the student's abilities, progress,
1O 9

and needs. Wthout such communication, progress is likely to be accidental or
non-existent-

Collaboration provides an excellent vehide fw this interchange. The initial
reasons. outlined in Chapter One, for moving resource assistanœ into the
classroom were borne out in this study. The first of those reasons, facilitating
transfer of leaming, was confirmecl by Mary in her comments on Febniary 8th
when she indicated that Lamy had transferred his new reading skills to other
settings. There was no stigmatization of the students receiving speca
il

assistanœ

because their assistance was not noticeably difkrent from that reœived by
students in the regular class program. There were no difficuîties in the classroom
teacher knowing what was being taught by the resource teacher because the
resource teacher was working in the same spaœ, and there were meetings in
which the content covered was discussed. The last reason for moving resource
teaching into the classroom was to spread the benefït of having a resource
teacher to a greater number of students. This happened- The usual pattern would
have seen the resource teacher pulling out a small group of students four or five

times per cycle. The collaboration in Mary's room had the resource teacher
working with the entire class f6r half of the timeThese were the 'side benefits' to collaborating. This study does not
dernonstrate any specïficbenefits for low-achieving students that are directly
related to collaborating. but the study does indicate that remedial prograrnrning
can be delivered efticiently Ri the ciassroom, collaboratively with the classroom

teacher. Given the above 'side benefits', and the professional deveiopment
benefits for staff: collaborating, for those so inclined, seems an ideal choice.

There are implications for the role of the resource teacher implied in the
above 'instructional implications' section. These and further implications are best
outlined through what has happened to me since this research was completed.
I took on a new position in an early through middle years school

(Kindergarten through grade eight). Wfih the knowledge gained through carrying
out this study, I went to the teachers on staff, engaged each of thern in

conversation about their individual pmgrams, and then described what I preferred
to do as a resource teacher. The individual meetings w r e more a shanng of what
we each did in the school than a role negotiation. The preferred rexwirce teacher
role was described as 'wwkïng in the dassroom as part of the ongoing program'.
lncluded in the discussion was the idea that individualized assistance would be
given to needy students in the actual leaming situation which would solve transfer
of learning, stigmatization. and communication probfems. Each teacher had the

choice of opting for the traditional resource teacher role of pullout assistance.
The collaborative role was chosen by al1 staff except the Grade Two teacher. In

Grade Two I proceedad with a pullout model, but in the other classes I became
involved collaboratively in the dassroom settïng.
The first notable collaboration fomed in the Grade One m m - Iwas
invoived consecutively in a class M

n program, a reading program, a poetry

writing program, and a response to literature program. Each of these programs
lasted about six weeks, involved me intimately in the planning and execution of
the plans, and was a twe collaboration in the spirit of this study. The progres of
the students was well documented and the classroom teacher reported that this

class was several weeks ahead of the previous year's class. The needs of the
weaker students were being met in the collaborative setting, and al1 of the
problems associated with pull-out work had been eliminated111

Problems developed with communication between the Grade Two teacher
and me. The classroom and resource programs were not coordinatad and the
students were missing essential dass work during the pullout thes. The work
k i n g done in the pullout setting caild best be descrïbedas remedial reading
instruction, but the students were missing the regular classroom reading program.
At the end of the six week block, the end of the cornmitment, the students were

quickly 'caught up' to the dass program and placed with their peers. After a
period of negotiation with the Grade Two teacher, I was regulariy infomed of the

progress of the in-dass reading program and took the lowest functioning students
out to support that in-class work. Each session with the needy students was
separately planned and scheduled on a daily basis. There was no pull-out
schedule. If the communication and joint planning did not happen, the session did
not happen. It was a daily minicollaboration which did not require the presence of

me in the classroom, but worked insofar as the needs of the students were
concemeci. As indicated throughout this study, collaboration as a 'professional

mamage' is not for everyone, but in this follow-up, 1 can be seen that the benefits
of collaboration can be realized through communicating regularly ~ Ï t the
h

classroom teacher. if the priority is not the 'pullingout' of students, but
communicationIn the other classrooms, several forms of collaborative activity took place.

There were some situations where pulling the student out of the regular class

setting was best, but the sense of co-c~eating
with the classroom teacher, of
working as an integral part of an instructional team was always maintained.

As reviewed in the literature in Chapter Two. there are m n y studies that
have attempted to delineate the activities of collaborators, the benefits of
112

collaboration, the charaderistics of collaboration, the attitudes that collaborators
have, the collaborative process to follow to ensure success, and the situations in
which collaboration willmost likely take place- Much has been accomplished in
these areas, but none of the research identifies a r-pe

that guarantees

collaboration. No one has clairned to control this phenomenon. The best that has
been offered has been precautions about M a t not to do, Iists ofcommon

participant objections, and recomrnendations for administrators wishing to
establish a collaborative climate in their schools- The situation could be wmpared
with trying to describe how to m a t e a frïendship, exœpt that professional
collaboration is even more complicated because the relationship is charged with
accornplishing pedagogical goals. We are dealing with human relationships which
are individual, ever changing, and unpredictable. Such relationships cannot be
prescribed. In this study, as mandated by the schwl principal, I was placed in
three grade one classrooms. The situation offered an opportunity and the
decision was made by three teachers and me to attempt to collaborate. The result
was two poor collaborations and one that worked beautifully. This result wuld not
have been forecast from the initial information or situationThe literature is replete with studies of collaborations, but I found none that
cornpared several collaborations. The appmach to data analysis used in this
study is, perhaps, transferable to other studies in which the success of several
collaborations is k i n g analyzed. Whether or not such a cornparison is the central
focus of the study, such comparisons may add considerably ta findings that will
inform future practice.

Combining the comparisons of collaborations with analysis of the
effectiveness of instruction in collaborative settings, studies that are of longer
duration than the present one may demonstrate that the effbctiveness of
instruction is linked to the quality of collaboration.
113

Eotloaue
We are al1 collaborathg to varying degrees throughout most of every day.
In every conversation, we are amstnicting rneaning with others. Meaning is

created through a collaboration with each author we read. Cornposers of music
strive to create particular thoughts or states, but the end result is a collaboration

with the listener. Our every interad-onwith any media, any fellow human involves
a collaboration. But we are very selective. Consider how many books we do not

read. how many conversations leave us uninspireci. Consider how much of Our
daily Iives is left to wash away, un-noted. In that aintext, the times when we are
inspired, when a wnnection is made are rare. Finding a book, or heanng music
that really rnoves us, tnily changes Our perception is a thrill that is uncornmon.
Interpersonal relationships which similarly connect are guarded treasures. And
who c m predict
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Appendix A: Letters Requesting Approval

- to the superintendent

- ?O the principal

- to the grade one teachers

- to the parents of focus children

- to other parents

[teachers]
date:
Dear

l

With this letter, I am inviting you to participate in a study that Iwill be conductîng
as partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Master's degree in Education at the
University of Manitoba This study will be supervised by Dr- B. L- Zakaluk, whom
you may remember from M e n she was in our school a year ago gathenng data
for the study on using wireless. laptop cornputers.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the process and effectiveness of working
in collaboration with you to enhance the way we teach beginning reading. I
propose that l spend 10 weeks working one period per day with you in your
classroorn. In addition, we
meet to plan cdleboratively once par cycle dunng
one of your preparation periods. I will be documenting the ideas that corne f m
our discussions which will œnter on the progres of 2 or 3 target students in your
room and how to accommodate their leaming needs within the context of the total
classroorn. You wïllhave the final say in regard to which students we will rnonitor.
An audio tape will be made of our collaboration meetings. This is to assist me in
be destroyed at the end of
accurately documenting what happens. The tapes
the study. The ideas from collaboration should prove helpful to other teachers
also facd with integrating students with differenœs in their regubr classmm
programs. I will also be collecting wrk samples from the students and doing once
per cycle pertomanœ tests using the Mary Clay "Observation Sunrey"(ninning

records).
You have the option of not having the data gathered from our collaboration used
in the final report without penalty. t hope, however, that you can respond
favourably to this requestIf you have any questions, you may contact Dr. Zakaluk at the University of
Manitoba. Her tefephone number is 474-9028.
I accept this proposal

date:
I cannot accept this proposal

Yours Sincerely,

Richard Koreen

Dear Parent,
I am one of the resource teachers in our school and Iam currently studying to

complete a Master's degree in the Faculty of Education at the University of
Manitoba. As part of the requirements for that degree, I am working
collaboratively with the grade one teachers to study how we can work together to
enhance the effectiveness of beginning reading instruction.
I am observing, taking notes of classmm activities, and teaching in the

classroom. In this capaaty Iam monitoring the progress of several foais children
by taking weekly samples of reading, and gathering copies of work samples from

the tasks we are doing in the ciassmorn. Your child has been chosen as a focus
child. There will be no change in the work your child will be doing.

It is hoped that this collaboration wi-Ilbe a leaming experienœ for al1 involved. We
will al1 leam from each other. The methods and materials created and
irnplemented in the course of the study will be an ongoing resource.
I will be wntacting you by phone in March about your child's progress. In

reporting in my thesis, I will not be using your child's narne, but a pseudonymYou may withdraw your chiM fKKn participating in the study at any time without
penalty. The results of the study proper will be shared with you at the end of
June.
My thesis advisor is Dr- Beverty Zakaluk of the Faculty of Education at the

University of Manitoba. Should you have any questions, please cal1 her at her
office. Her telephone number is 474-9028.1 h o p that you can respond
favourably to this request.
Yours sincerely,
Richard Koreen

-

I give permission for my child's work samples and weekly reading samples,
gathered duflng Febniary and March 1999, to be used when reporting on the
study described above.

signature:

date:

Dear Parent,
1 am one of the resourœ teachers in our sdiool and Iam currently studying to

wmplete a Master's degrse in the Faculty of Education at the University of
Manitoba. As part of the requitements for that degree. Iam working
collaboratively with the grade one teachers to study how we can work together to
enhance the effedveness of beginning reading instruction. This letter is a to
infon you that a study is taking plaœ in your child's class.
There will be no change in the work your child will be doing. It is hoped that this
collaboration will be a leaming experÏence for al1 involved. We willal1 leam fiom
each other- The methods and materials creafed and implemented in the course of
the study will be an ongoing resource. The results of the study will be made
available for you to see at the end of June.
My thesis advisor is Dr. Beverly Zakaluk of the Facuîty of Education at the
University of Manitoba. Should you have any questions, please cal1 her at her
office. Her telephone number is 474-9028.

Yours sincerely,
Richard Koreen

[principal]
date:
Ms. Sharon Hay
Principal,

School

Dear Ms. Hay,

With this letter, I am requesting your permission to wnduct a study in your
school. The study wi-Ilbe done as partial fulfillment of the requirements for a
Master's degree in Education at the University of Manitoba-This study will be
supervised by Dr. B. L- Zakaluk.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the process and effktiveness of working
in collaboration with grade one teachers to enhance the way we teach beginning
each
reading. I propose that I spend 10 weeks working one period per day
grade one teacher in their classrooms. In addition. we will meet to plan
collaboratively once per cycle during one of their preparation periods. Iwill be
documenting the ideas that corne from our discussions which willcenter on the
progress of 2 or 3 target students in each morn and huw to accommodate their
leaming needs *thin the context of the total classrwm. The ideas ftom
collaboration should prove helpful to other teachen also faced with integrating
students with differenœs in their regular classrmm programs. I willalso be
wllecting work samples ftom the students and doing once per cyde perftmanœ
tests using the Mary Clay "Observation Suwey" (ninning records).

You have the option of stopping this study at any time wïthoutpenalty. I hope,
however, that you can respond favourably to this request.
If you have any questions, you may contact Dr. Zakaluk at the University of
Manitoba. Her telephone number is 474-9028.
1 accept this proposal

date:

I cannot accept this proposal
Yours Sincerefy,
Richard Koreen

[superintendent]
date:

.

Dear

This letter is to ask your permission to conduct a study in
School as partial fufillrnent of the requirernents for a Mastets degree in
Education at the University of Manitoba. This study will be conducted dunng the
spring terni at
School and will be supervised &y Dr. B. L.
Zakaluk. whom you may remember from when she was in ouf s c h d a year ago
gathering data for the study on using wireless, laptop cornputers.

The purpose of this study is to analyze the process and effectiveness of working
in collaboration with grade one teachers to enhance the way we teach beginning
reading. I propose that Ispend 10 weeks working one penod per day with each
teacher in their classroom. In addition, we will meet collaboratively to plan once
per cycle during a preparation penod. I will be documenting the ideas that corne
from our discussions which
center on the progress of 2 or 3 target students in
each room and how to accommodate their leaming needs within the context of
the total classroom. The ideas from collaboration should prove helpfut to other
teachen also fawiai integrating students with differences in their regular
classroom programs. I m'Il also be collecting work samples fmm the students and
doing once per cycle performance tests using the Mary Clay "Observation
Survey" (running records)If you have any questions, you may contact Dr. Zakaluk at the University of
Manitoba. Her telephone number is 474-9028-

I would very much appreciate your wrtien

study as planned.
Yours Sincerely.
Richard Koreen

consent so that I may proceed with this

Appendix B: Grade One Sunrey Tasks

- Teacher made recording sheet
- Task number three: A teacher made item designed to test the student's ability to
perceive and use onset and rhyme.

- Task number seven: Asks the student to wite a sentence about a picture (the
baseball player).

Date:

Student Name:

a

Teacher:

Gr.

Rm.

Test done by:

1. Rhyming: discrimination: /5
production:
15

2-Isolation: initial:

/5

3.Onset I Rhyme:

15

4. Consonant Sounds:

fi8

5. Reading Word List:

MO

6.Spefling Word List:

MO

7.Write Sentence using picture
OK

orientation to book: a) front of book
b) top
C) Lefk to Right
d) Front to Back
count the words - word boundaries in print:
Aead the firs?page, "point to the word 'Iike":
matching words with print:

8.Reading:

- print your prompts

Ask student to read (rereading page 2): write what the student reads

page 2 - i like my home. said the spider.
page 3 - I Iike my home, said the bird.

page 4 - 1 iike my home, said the rabbit.
page 5 - I like rny home, said the dog.

COMMENTS:

not OK

3,

Onset / Rhyme:
"Let'splay a word game
['II ask you tu say a ward. ihen I'II stan the word and you finish it.
Let's try one:
Say 'bat'

1'11 Say hi and you say latl

Say 'an'

icl
Procede with test items:
Say pan
Say seat

Say chair
Say stop

Say blue

child says "bat'

-

Teacher lntentiew Questions to be adrninistered at the end of the collaboration.

-

-

Well, How are you feling about things your class now that we're at the
end of this session of collaboration?
1)

What seems to have worked well for the children? Why do you think it
2)
worked (didn't work)?
3)

Have you ever done enything similar in the past?

4)

What part of the proœss worked well for yoo?

Let's talk a bit about the process. Were there any kinds of activities that
we got into that were dinicuit for you? How? What would you do differently next
time - or would there be a next time?
5)

Are there students in your dass that really responded to our collaboration 6)
that really benefited from it? Why?
Were there advantages in the area of class management, the everyday
7)
administration of things in a classroorn?

Do you feel that you've leamed anything from the collaboration we've just
completed? What have you learned?
8)

What would really stand out in your mind as the central conœm if
9)
someone told you that you had to collaborate next year?
In the same situation, what would you see would be the major advantage
of having to collaborate next yea0
10)

11)

How would you descnbe the collaboration meetings that we held every

cycle?

Were there any aspects of this collaboration that made you
uncomfortable? Such as having sorneone new in your m m ?
12)

13)

Anything you want to add?
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